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Th© <3e«lrabl® qualltt#® In ©ooked poultry are tenderness 
Julelness, good aroaa and flavor* To b® aceeptable, frozen 
poultry should retain these eharaeterietics to as high a 
degree as possible, fhe priaary value of freezing poultry is 
the maintenanoe of existing qmalltyj hence the handling of 
poultry before freezing should maintain aaxlKua q|uality# 
Studies by Sanson (1941), Stewart, I^ owe, Barrlson and 
leEeegmi (1945) and l*owe £t a|_« (1946) have eontrlbuted to 
the knowledge of post-aortea ehange# In broilers, roasters 
and fowl and have Indieated desirable praetlces in handling 
poultry to obtain mxiauM Quality before cooking and freez-
ing» Stewart, Hanson, Lowe and Austin (1945) showed that 
freezing at -90®, -BO®, and -5®F. did not produce detectable 
differences in palatabllity scores of broilers held two and 
18 hours before freezing, lills (1946) found fryers eviscer­
ated and frozen within three hours after killing were leas 
tender tJ^ n similar fryers held 84 to 48 hours. ItoBois, 
fressler and Fenton (1942) indicated that various freezing 
rates plus storage at -8®F. produced no differences in 
palatabllity. 
The changes that take place during the freezing process 
alone have not been studied. Such quest1ms as the following 
need to be studied! does freezing tenderize chicken? what 
Qhrnngm ooeiir In th» esmneotiv® tissuoa and muiole fibers of 
roasters meid fowl during aging and subse<iuent freezing? 
fbls inTestigation was undertaken to detenalne the effeot 
of freezing se m roasters and fowl, the effects of five 
periods of aging before freezing at 0® and -30^ , on the 
histologioal and palatabilltj faetors were studied. 
fhe specific objectives of this study were as followss 
1. To detemine the effects of the length of 
aging plus the rate of freezing and thawing 
<m the palatabilitj of roasters and fowl. 
2. fo detemlne the histological changes which 
occur in muscle tissues of roasters and 
f«ml draping aging and freealng* 
3. fo correlate any histological changes with 
changes in palatablllty, especially in 
tenderness and ^ dryness," 
4. f® ecaapare the effects of the rate of free a-
ing on the distribution of ice crystals in 
the ffluscle fibers of frozen poultry. 
Birds were cut in half, and one half was used as a con­
trol* fhis ellainated the variation between birds. Hence 
aeasureiaents and conclusltms were based on halves of birds, 
fhe rate of freeising was recorded by a l^ eds and Mortiamp 
HicriMMUK te»perattire recorder {using copper-constantan thermo­
couples). fhe subjective testa included scores of four Judges 
on aroma, flavor, tenderness and Juiciness of the cooked 
chicken. Objective aeasureaents included the use of the shear 
mchine as an indication of tenderness of the pectoralis aajop 
HRiScle and histological studies cm the raw, frosen and cooked 
pectoralis major muscle of the breast of chicken. 
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REVIEW OF LlTlMftJRl 
Struetmr® of Musel® 
Th© natiai'® suad aetlcm of amsel® &Tm problems that have 
heen studied fro» raany different angles. Probably the struc-
t\ire of the miisele eell has beea approached frem so aany 
different points of view beoatise of its imusual appearance 
under the mieroscope and the changes caused by contraction 
and 3Pigor« Striated nuseie, according to Maximow and Blocm 
C1944), consists of jaanj long cylindrical fibers which are 
bound together and surromded by conneetive tissue. Each 
fiber is an elongated, laulti-nucleated cell composed of 
aarcoplasiB, fibrils and nuclei which are surrounded by a 
cell meobrane, the saroolemBs. 
The Individual auscle fibers vary in length from 1 to 41 
millimeters and from 10 to 100 microns in diameter {Maximo* 
and Bloom, 1944). 3n small Kuscles, the fibers may continue 
the length of the muscle. In larger wuscles, the fibers are 
shorter than the iBUScle, one end may be connected to the 
tendon and the other «nd terminate among the other fibers, or 
both ends may be free in the muscle, fhe thickness of the 
fiber varies with the aninal and the muscle as well as with 
the age of the ani»al and the amount of exercise. 
The parallel muscle fibers are held together by 
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ecmBeetl"?© tiasu® eoap©s#d of Irregularly arranged collagen­
ous, reticular and elastic fiber®, anfl mmj varieties of 
comiecti¥® tissue cells Incluilng fat cells, ffee amount of 
elastic fibers in the connective tissue varies with the type 
of suscle. 
the myofibrils, which run lengthwise in the muscle cell, 
appear as long parallel threads composed of alternating light 
and dark portions. Bre»er Cli44) statess 
fhe most conspicuous characteristic of skeletal 
ffluscle, which has caused it to be called striated, 
is the laarklng with alternating light and dark 
bands, 'seen <^ y in longitudinal section. The 
myofibrils are composed of alternating ll^ t 
and dark portions, and are so arranged that th# 
dark parts of one fibril are beside the dark 
parts of adjacent fibrils# As'a result of the 
close crowding of the fibrils, alternating;li^ t 
and dark transverse bands appear to pass fraa 
on® side of'the^ fiber to'the•other," and these 
are th® striatlons. llaon..seen obliquely, the. dark 
and'the light areas becoa® •superposed and'con­
fused, and the longitudinal myofibrils beccaae 
conspicuous. 
fhe fact that the appearance of the striated muscle fiber 
depends on whether it is contracted, passively stretched or 
relaxed and also on the focus of the microscope probably ac­
counts for the great araomt of controversy in the literature 
on the position of the bands and their relative sise. 
In working on fixed frog muscle, Carey <1940) found that 
the cross striae are multiplied with Increase in temperature. 
He believed that the fine strlatlons which occurred in the 
contraction nodes caaie frwi active aiultlplleatlon of the 
striae by splitting. 
In 1942 Cai»«y reported further evidence using th® 
living raascl® of th© fresh-water shrimp, H® ohaerved a ooa^  
pl®t© r©v®rslbllitj of th© iaoroas® in number of oross-
strlationa with t®iip«mtur®» H® conelud®d that "th® sarco-
ra«r® as a oonatant unit is a Biorphologle mjth." 1® b®li®v«d 
th® erosB-atrlation to to® th© ©xprosslon of th® functloiml 
Stat® of th© filiors, ooBparabl® to bands of Inorganic pr®-
alpltstea in g@latin-»flll®d mlero-oaplllaries, a model in 
which th® spaeing of the banis depends on chemical concen­
trations, heat and light influences. Cta the other hand, 
Sp®i«3®l and Jordan (1942). were convinced from their own ex-
periffiontal ®xp®ri®nc© with various striated muscles, which 
included 'thoa® of shrimps, that th© number of sarcomeres 
remained constant. ,fhej f@@l tMt an examination of Carey's 
photCHaicrographs does not reveal inconsistency of the sarco-
aaeres, and that Carey was aisled by t@lophra@^ tie doubling 
or tripl,lng of th® dark stria®' of th® A-dlsc. 
Th® exact nature of tha finer structure of the myofi­
brils is still controversial# the most recent theory has been 
advanced by Bzent-Syorgyl (1946,1946), who has developed a 
Hi©leoKl.ar theory of lauscle st,racture and claims that cross-
striations are non-existant* He belle-^ es that the fibril Is 
coBjposed of a ©raabimtlon of actin and myosin, called 
actoaiyosin, and that these two proteins ere so combined that 
one forffls a Icaig rod or thread while th® other is wound 
arotHid it In a spiral. 
That the dark and light dises ar© more than mere optical 
illusions la evideneed toy th« fact that they react differ­
ently to stains* fhes®'hands «r® so conspicuous that it is 
not surprising that many attempts ha^ e h««n made to explain 
their genesis. For th® purpose of this st^ dy the existence 
of hands or dlacs a» deacrtbed hy Maxliaow and Bloc^  {1944) 
is ttsea, as this theory aeewi to he the most generally 
accepted. One hand le definitely refraetile and appears 
dark and shlnlngj it stains intensely with iron heatatoxylin 
and since It is anisotropic, -or doubly refraetile, it is 
designated A die© (also Q). fhe light band is called'the 
J or I band, is isotropic and with the nsual ataina reiaaina 
colorless. The A and 1 ciiica are approximately the aaae 
height in the resting fibrils. If the fiber® are passively 
stretched, the I disc appears taller. 
Proteins of imacle 
The protoplasm in th® auscle fiber is an aqweoas mix­
ture containing protein, fat, glycogen, pigments and other 
organic and Inorganic ©cmpounds. loran and Smith (1929) 
state the seml-llquld consistency of muscle is caused by the 
presence of proteins in the colloidal state, fhe proteins 
form the bulk of the miscle substance and are characterized 
by a great sensitivity to changes in th© concentration of 
salts and acids wtileh ar® pr®s«nt in the muscle or which maj 
be foiled asa, a result of actii?itj or the changes brought 
about bj death# 
The proteins of musele ean be separated into two main 
groups, the intraeellular and the extracellular proteins. 
The extraeellular proteins consist priaeipally of collagen 
and elaatin* The intracellular proteins are eojjiposed of a 
Biixture of proteins whloh are separated on the basis of their 
solubilitj in water tod salt solutions. 
One of the most recent contributions on muscle proteins 
has been aiade by Szent-Gyor^ l and his associates (1946). In 
their studies on the purification and interaction of muscle 
proteins, the principal protein, myosin, was isolated in the 
crystalline form as a potassluia complex fr<M soluticwas con­
taining a low concentration of potassium chloride. Crystal­
line myosin Is soluble in water and has a strong double re­
fraction of flow, which is due to association of myosin 
partioles since it Is abolished by salt. They describe 
another protein, actin, a hydrophllic colloid capable of 
existing in globular ^ s well as In the fibrous form* Aotln 
solutions have a low iriscosity and do not show double 
refraction of flow# However, when dilute solutions of jayosln 
and fibrous aotln are mixed, a viscous substance, fibrous 
actomyosin, is formed whose properties vary with the propor­
tions of the components. The most striking property of 
fil>ro*ia aetOTtyosln is its csntraetion and dehydration in the 
presen©® of adenosln®triph©s,phat©» A looleoular theory of 
®uscl® oontraotion has been developed based on the properties 
of myosin and actin and their interaetions with adenosinetri-
phosphates and inorganle ions. 
fhe properties of proteins are closely related to their 
structtire. Heeently there has toeen oonsideratole work done on 
the structure of protein using x-ray diffraetlon patterns in 
an attempt to explain the structure and behavior of Muscle. 
Astbury offers the hypothesis that the contraction of wuscle 
is due to the Bupercoatractim of its ayosin, and claims 
that x-ray pictures of both living and dead auscle substan­
tiate this, latbury and co-workers (1934,1940) reported 
x-ray studies of ayosla show that the micelles consist of 
long chains of amino acids arranged parallel to one another, 
being held together^  by cross linkages between reactive E 
groups, hydrogen bonds, and van der Waals'• forces, fhe 
chains thus fowned nay "be considered to b® folded in such a 
way that under stress'they ean be either stretched or 
increasingly folded. 
lelatitat between muecle struc.ture and tenderness of meat 
lach of the three constituents of laiscle, the fat, the 
connective tissue and the nuscle fibers, will contribute to 
the tenderness or toughness of aeat. The collagen and 
of ooimeotiv© tissiat &r& affoetoS differently 
sgimg ani oooklnigm *Stm amount and diatributloa of oonnectiv© 
tissue varies with th® animal,' ala© with th®. ag© amd sex of 
the aniiMal an«3 with aifferant msolea, A f®w atudlea have 
b«en m-d© on the ao.taal aaomt of conneetiv© tiaau® in the 
lauacles of aniiaala of different ages, Mitohell, Ziiwaerinann 
and HaalltOB (1927) fouii^ . that ag® does not greatly influence 
th© conneetive tissue in aosel® and that foreshank# chuck 
ribs and navel of beef had the hi^ eat per cent of collagen, 
lacklntosh. Hall and ¥ail il9M) reported that th© collagen 
nitrogen was higher ia aature than in yearling beef, and as 
the collagen nitrogen rose, the shear Inereased and the 
tenderness score decreased* 
Aceorfiing to Lehaaan' C1907) aeasurewents on the meehanlcal 
strength of miscle ihowedl It to be directly proportional to 
th© amount of connective tissue present# He states that the 
ffluscles that are most active and,therefore, subject to th© 
greatest strains have the largest amount of cc^ nectiv© 
tlasu© anil are the least tender. Ka»sbottoiB, atrandlne and 
Koonz (194S), in studying 20 different aiajor muscles of beef, 
found that tendeimess ^ raried from auacle to unxscle with a 
few instances of variation within the muscle, fhey state: 
"Although abundant eonnectlve tisaue tended to increase the 
shear readings of Mua.clea, there appear to be other 
important factors affecting tenderness,® Harrison (1947) 
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reported slailar resuita on five amscles of beef. 
fhe <3ata of HaaasbottoBi, Stranflin® and Koonsi (1945) 
showed that there was no relationship between the amount of 
fat within the «u»ol« and the shear of the raw or cooked 
aasclej however, thej felt that differences In the amount of 
connective tissue associated with the intraauscular fat mi^ t 
explain why there was not a positive relationship between 
high fat content of lauscles and low shear values, Stewart, 
JU>we, Harrison and *cKeegan (1945) found that the adductor 
longus thigh auscle of chicken (one of th® five Muscles 
studied), which has large amounts of c^ nectlve tissue well 
interspersed with fat, was the toughest auscle and showed 
little increase in tenderness throughout the five-day aging 
period* 
fhere is some evidence which suggests that the connective 
tissue is not the sole anatoaical factor determining tender­
ness. Hasfflond (1940) has shown, according to histological 
aeasureaents on young laato, that the proportion of connective 
tissue to auscle-substanee Is higher in the mature aniraal, 
yet the raiscle of the young anlml Is iKore tender. He is of 
the opinion that tenderness is related to the size of the 
muscle bundle or **grain of the meat." However, since fetal 
lai^  was used as th® young anlMil, the differences in tender­
ness might be explained by the difference In texture between 
embryonic and mature connective tissue. Moran and Smith 
(1929) investigated the relationship between the size of the 
11 « 
fibers, the number of fibers to a bundle and the tenderness 
of the nsuscle. in the process of development, an increase 
in the size of the fiber is aee©«p«nled by an increase in 
the strength and amotant of eonneetive tissue and also in the 
size of the auscle bundle* they concluded that in the adult 
animal the size of the bundle is necessarily a function of 
the connective tissue content and that a more credible theory 
would be to consider the connective tissue content the chief 
determining factor in tenderness. Brady (1957) reported 
the saaller the fibers, the finer the texture and the roore 
tender the beef. 
fhere has been no published ctMparable work on the 
correlation between the aaomt of connective tissue, the 
amount of fat or siase of fibers and tenderness in poultry. 
Studies aade on the optimim time of storage of poultry by 
Lowe (1959), Hanson, Stewart and Lowe (1942) ai^  Stewart, 
Lowe, Jferrison and lioKeegan (1945) have shown that breast 
muscle is more tender than thigh muscle and also that 
younger birds, broilers and roasters, are more tender than 
fowl. Lowe, who h&s made a very thorough histological 
study of poultry, has observed, in a report on fowl, that 
there was a larger amount of connective tissue between the 
fibers of fowl than between the fibers of broilers, which 
may contribute to the toughness of fowl (Stewart, Lowe, 
Harrison and McKeei^ n, 1945). 
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F©»t-Kort«a Ghanges la lusele 
After death, th# chMig@® «hloh omur in the,muscles of 
anl»al® are brought ahoat by ©ngjfmas, miopo-organisHiB and by 
©h®»ioal' and physical vm&m that alter th® stracture and th# 
ohemleal ooropositlon of th® tiseue* Pamaa (1933) states 
that J. 
. • all th© faalllar aetabollc ehangas (viz., 
lactic acid f02?®atl©a, daaffilnatlonj^  splltting-
off of phosphomjta frtaa phosphoc.i^ atlne and 
adenosine triphosphoric aeld) ar® Imown to 
occur at a very fast rate in the traumatic and 
postaortal deeofflposltions, . . 
MMS. 
Grossly one may observe'that the lausele which was soft 
and pliant becOTes stiff or rigid, a condition known as 
rigor mortis., and after »<m®' tine the rigor passes and the 
miscle becoaes pliant again, loran and Salth C19SS" 
described the changes occurring during rigor of normal Intact 
made as 
1) Hardening and stiffening.} 2) shortenings 
S) loss of ©lasticityi 4) loss of transparency; 
5) loss of power to contract when electrically 
stimulatedJ 6) formation of lactic acidj and 
7) production of heat (heat of rigor). 
IxperJmontally th© forms o.f rigor produced may vary 
with the,methods used to kill th© tissues, such as heat, 
freezing, sudden electrical shock, injection of toxin, or 
exposure to volatile anesthetics# Also the ti®e of the 
- IS 
to«glimlag of rigor appears to vary with 1) th® species of 
aniHial,' 2) th® ag® of th® animal, 3) different anlinals of the 
sa«© :sp®ele», 4) difforeat ®m»ol®s of th© sam® aniaal, 5) th© 
©xt®nt of acidity In th« Baisole, 6) th® nutritlv© atat© of 
th© aniaal, and 7) th© amount of physioal activity Just prior 
to .killlag* 'Smith oha«rf«-d that an an.i»al whloh struggle*! 
violently both beforo-ancl after stmrming went Into rigor 
sooner than a quiet anlaal (1939), 
Hanson (1941) reports that; 
It was foan^  that the ievelopaent of rigor 
varied widely la the ««« Mri. In one bir<3 
rigor hM passed frc» the niisol© after 1 hour 
and 40 Blmates .ato]»,ge Cor had neter developed), 
whereas other hlrds were- still In rigor after 
IS hours of storage, 
ghemioal and physleal ohangea during the onset of rigor 
fhe cheaieal ohanges which aoeorapany rigor in the 
normal animal are an inoreas© of laotlo acid, paralleled by 
a drop in pi, a deerease in glyeogen and hydrolysis of nearly 
all'the esterlfled phoapiwates to ©rthophosphates. • Some in­
vestigators, ineliidlng lirsky (193S), have fownd that as »uch 
as 70 per cent- of the myosin of m«sel© beeame Insoluble ••in 
neutral salt soluti^ as during rigor, but Smith (1937) was 
unable to eonfiiw this loss of solubility unless th® tempera­
ture of storage was high enou^  to produee heat denaturatlon. 
Callow (1955) foilwed the changes in ausele after 
death by TOasureaent of th© ©leotrleal resistance. He found 
• 14 • 
%Tm% th# ©lectrieal rtaistane® of auscl® tissue Is rela­
tively toigh after deatlit tout is redueed to one-half or one-
third of tb© initial value when seat is ready for curing 
Capproxiiaately 48 liowra) # tl^  resistoaee aoross aad parallel 
to tfe® fitoers be©a»® tlie «.««#• eallow explained this change 
fr®» high to low resistaae# by a ehaag® in the muscle atrwc-
ture froa a closed to am open structure, fhls open struc­
ture fita la with the histological pictmre described by 
jfemson (1941). Callow'also found a oorrelatl'on between pH 
and electrical reslstaacei that is, low electrical 
resistance was associated with low lalmes for pi and vice 
versa* 
Histological changes dttriag rigor 
the aicroscopic stmdies of the mmscle fibers in rigor 
reveal that there is a variable response of the fibers. Some 
fibers develop a wavy or Icinked appearance which is inter­
preted by Carey (194Q) as indicating that these fibers are 
passively retracted by the contraction of the noded fibers 
and that they are not -under tension. Other fibers exhibit 
rigor nodes which Mve characteristic zmm of contraction 
and rarefaction, the appearance of the fibers varies with 
the means used to indiace rigor. Ihen rigor was produced by 
extrease heat, freezing and electrical stiimlation, the 
fibers shewed irregular transverse bands of dense isaterlal 
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having Tery fin® striations, altesmatiug with rarefied ar®aa 
h&viMg widely ®epa-rated striatlons. Carey (1940)-has pub­
lished #xe»ll©at bi«t'©logi®ftl stmiles ©a striated raascl© in 
frogs. 1@ studied the hemt rigor mo<aes produeed in wuS'el© by 
exposure to tempeimtiare® ©f t® t© 40*^ C. H® dessribed the 
ehar&eteristies of the nodes aafi liit«riio<ies as follow®! 
fhe presswre nodes of th® striated fiber coa-
traetien w®ir«s have deep differential eheaioal 
staining, wide diaaeter, eoisdemsed eytoplasm 
• -and roupE^ ed, compresaed'nttelei, lailtiplication • 
of fin® striae and an iaerease of anisotropy 
and' alaeral ash eoateat* fhe teasioa inter-
aode® atain relatively less deeply and have nar­
row diameter, -.rarefied fibrillated cytoplasm, 
greatly elongated nnolei, ooarse striae and a 
deoreas® '©f anisotrophy 'and siaeral ash content, 
. . • fhe noabe-rs of light" and dai^  cross striae 
appear to be related to an ©ptimia range of 
teiapemture and rate of eheialoal reaotlcai. 
Ian®on {1941), working with broilers, eonfimed Carey's 
work on the aieroseopi© strmetttP© of slceletal muscle in heat 
rigor. 'The excellent photomierographs, similar to those of 
Carey, are shown la a paper toy Iftinson, Stewart and Low® 
{194S). .Fatal {1®45) als.® foosd a sSailar siloroseopic 
appearance in beef fflusole* 
Aging 
The tera ^ aging" ©r "rlpenlag" generally refers to the 
practice of holding ffl»at at tei^ eratwres of M to 3i®P. for 
the purpos® of iaproving the '^ ality, particularly the 
tenderness, of th® meat, fhe length of time required for 
ripening varies with th© anlm.al type, the degree of ripened 
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flavor aesirad aiw3 tfaa tmmpeimtum of storag®. lotieeatol® 
eh&ug&s are: altered flaver, laereas® in th® ease with which 
juics my h® pressed fro» th# «#at and incrsas® in tenderness j 
th® last two ar« prohahly 'eorreiatad with histological 
ehanges shown hy diaappearans# of •ero-ss stria®. 
QrEanoleptio ehang®a with aginE 
A mxmher of studies on th® ••quality of rlp®n®d seat have 
h@en reported ov®r a period of years, fhe investigators seem 
agreed • that an aging period of fr-o« seven to 15 days is 
n«©®ssa.ry for the greatest impr©v«»®nt in tendemess in 
meat '/"loraa and Smith Cl0St), Treaaler and Murray (1932),, 
Hiner and -Banlfelas (1941), Paul (194®) and Harrison (194727* 
lost of tlwi studies on th® tenderness of ra®at have been 
don© on beef, -and c^ paratlvely few l»ve been reported on 
the ©ffeet of aging on t@nd®»«ss of p^ oaltry* fh® work of 
Stewart, Lowe and Morr (19411 showed tfeat broilers increased 
in tenderness after th®- passing- of rigor. During rigor the 
mus-eles wer® decidedly rubb®ry, tough, and difficult to chew 
even though th© blrda w#r® young. After 24 hours at S§®F., 
the meat changed little In tend®m®®s up to five days. 
JFurtber work by Hanson, Stewart and Lowe (1942) indicated , 
that th# tenderness of th® breast of broilers Increased 
rapidly with storage until approxioately three hours, fh® 
thigh Increased in tenderness more slowly| a comparabl® 
score to that attaine-d by the breast in three hours was not 
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reaeted mtil after 42 hours of storage# Juleiness was not 
aff«et®a bj th© ti»® of storag#, Stewart, .I^ w®, JBterrlsoa 
and Mcl^ egan (1945) r«p©rt®d that breast muscles of fowl 
teaderiseiS rapi<31j with agiag to six hours, after which th® 
tenderizing was at a auch slower rate. AM in the case of 
the broilers, thigh was^ les beesae tender at a slower rate# 
fhe stiidj ln©liid«-i IS aging periods varfing from ten 
alntites up to five dayaj. th# reaalt# indicated that fowl 
should l«i aged 24 to 48 h^ irs before oookiag. Aging of the 
fowl before cooking did not Mv-@ m si^ lfleant effect on. 
the jtilclnees scores. In a later stwdy on the effect of 
aging on. tendemesa of roasters aged various periods of 
tlae before cooking, towe et «1« (194S) obtained results 
similar to those obtained with hens except that the rat® of 
tenderlJilng was slower In the hens than in the roasters. 
Shemieal changes In mminm 
fhe prlneliml chemical changes ©ecmrring during the 
ripening of moat inelmde S'Cme etaporatlon of water, slow rise 
in pi, and changes in the proportions of the nitrogen frac­
tions, with increase In'the soluble nitrogen, fhe eactent of 
the changes depends on th® length of storage, as there seems 
to be no appi^ clabl® ©.hang® in th© proteins of beef during 
the first'few days of storage* Emmtt and Qrindley (1909) 
studied th® influence of storage on beef and poultry and 
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reported that th© real ohtjiges were a distinct Increase in 
the inorganic phosphorus sn<3 a iecrease in th© non-
nitrogenons organic extractiTes# loagland, MoBryS® and 
Powick (1917) carried out an extensive investigation on the 
changes in heef during' cold storage, fhey found evidence of 
increases in aciditf, in proteose, noacoagulable amino and 
awnoniacal nitrogen, and in soluble inorganic phosphorus. 
•Decreases occurred in eoagulatol# nitrogen and in soluble 
organic phosphorus. All changes were of a progressive 
nature, 
fhe course and extent of such coaplex reactions would 
varj considerably with time and teaperature. Practically no 
studies on chemical changes have bean 'imd® in over 20 years 
and daring. thl.s time there 'have been great taprovements in 
methods of analysis, ®specla.llj for proteins so that any 
stud.les aade now should yl®ld Interesting results, 
Ustologioal changes during -aginf; • 
The aut.olytlc changes which occur In tissues held at 
tesperatures just above freezing involve the resolution of 
rigor and subsequent partial breakdowa of the muscle fibers 
and connective tissue, fhese changes increase the tenderness 
"and »ay increase the juiciness and laprove the flavor of the 
seat. An early study by Pennington (1908), investigating 
the hi.stological changes taking place in frozen pmiltry,. 
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•pepofted th« following for th® fy^ sli chieksns ws®d for  
(tmpmriams 
is.-a certain awwiiit of pilling mpmrt of 
th® iiadiviau&l fibers, pTOMbly t® <1®#loca­
tion, fmt at no tim® Is tii®r© se«n th® gmmxl&r, 
amorphous earadat® between the®. . . , Ctae of 
th® »ost prom&vmm^  dlff®r#ae'®s b©tT»®®is the 
appearanee of. th« seetlons • frm ooM-storei 
ehlokens aai from tfeos® wliieh have dfecoaipoaed 
at ordiaary tempera tares CSC5®G.) Is the e»-
plete annihilation la th® latter of certain 
fibers leavin.®, as seen in the eiposs seetions, 
oceasi^ al empty s:|moes, though th® surrminfi-
lag fibers m&j' be la a very fair state of 
pr®servatl<ai« 
Hanson ClMl) reported a stmiy la whleh the hlstologleal 
saaples were obtained fro® both the cooked and the uncooked 
ffiiasole of broilers agei frm six to 40 alnates after killing 
and mp to 118^  bomrm* This prooedwre wowld give a anxeh better 
histological plettt3?e than tfait obtained by fennington {1908), 
wh© apparently lased cmly saaple# of uncooked amsele removed 
e'S'ery 12 homrs. .Banson deserlbed the histological appear­
ance of the cooked raisel© of broilers stored at 1,7®C» for 
varying lengths' of tiae as being c.haraQterl2ed by increased 
replacement of th© cross striae with granular Material with 
Increased storage t.l»e, fhe disintegration ooourred laoi:^  
slowly In the uncooked than In the cooked fibers# fhese 
changes appeared to toe correlated with changes in tenderness 
of the muscle-# Fitagera.ld .and lickerson (1939) reported 
aaxlaua tenderness of broilers stored two to thwie days at 
temperatures near freegiag. 
Stewart, • lanson, I<owe and Austin (1945) and Lowe et al. 
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Cl946]( hav« reported the effeet of aging on tendemeaa of 
roasters and fowl, fhej observed that the onset and rate of 
dlaintegration varied fro® bird to bird, h«t disintegration 
was progretaivelj more extensive with inei^ aaed aging of the 
hlrds. Blsintegmtlon in short-tla® aged earcassea was 
Ghameterised by short strips of granular mterial in one or 
more fibers* As aging proceeded these strips beeame longer 
and more freqmeat. Unlike the onset of rigor, disintegration 
did not ajpipear to be hastened by oooking* However, eooklng 
seemed to Increase the aaoiant of granular material within the 
disintegrated areas# Disintegraticai paimlleled or closely 
followed onset of rigor# It is not taiown whether disinte­
gration is dependent on or independent of onset of rigor. 
fhe oanse of disintegration is probably autolysis by 
proteolytic enu^ yaes during the aging period, fhe increased 
acidity would bring about a wore optlmira pH for the action 
of pepsin. 
fhere was a wide variation in the time at which disinte­
gration of cross-'strlae was observed in different birds. In 
general, it was earlier in the roasters than in the hens and 
earlier in the breast ©mscles than in the thigh lauscles. 
Disintegration appeared as early Cperhaps earlier) in 
broilers as in roasters, fhe increase in disintegimtlon of 
a particular Hriascle was paralleled by the increase in 
tenderness of that areiscl©. fhe comparative rate for 
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tenderIsslng of muscles of bird® of different ages Is shown 
by th© avemgrn t©nd©rnes,» seor«s. An air®rag® soore of 
©Ight was glv&n for th© p®etorali»'oajor muscl© of broilers 
aged three hours, for the roaster® ageil 12 hours and for the 
fowl aged 48 hours (I»ow® et al,, 1946 )• 
Wkzywrns 
In. all living tissues the en«j»es present function as 
pranoters or oatalysts of the large nuwber of different 
©hemieal proeesaes whioh oeeur In eellular n^ tsbolism and 
growth# fhe Indi^ i^dual enisyraatle reactions are controlled 
in the Intact ©ell in sueh a manner that the intermediate . 
products do not aceusalate# • When the cells are damaged by 
freezing or mechanieal injury, these interwedlates may 
appear* Furthe«ore, enzymes, lite© eatalase and peroxidase, 
aay bec«e aeti's^ ated and produee abaoriBal ehanges. Daring 
ag.ing or 'upon injury, the- naturally oeeurrlng enssyaes »ay, 
produee profound deeoffiposition resulting"in solution of the 
oell contents and even of th® cell walls, fhls type of 
deccmposltion' is known as autolysis. For exaaple, cathepsin, 
whose probable role in the living eell is the synthesis of 
proteins, apparently induee# autolysis of th® proteins 
during the ripening of meat, thus increasing the tenderness 
of i^at* 
The enzymes which are involved in the degradation of 
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proteins and their split-prodtiots are ealled proteaae-s. 
Among tfe® pr©t©a»©8j» tfe® proteinases, mzym&@ that hydrolyz® 
tru©. proteins, umu&lly iistiagulsfeed trm the peptidases, 
whieh attaek tfe® prot#iB -de'eOTposition prodtiets, such as th« 
di- and polypeptides# fhm prot®lEias«s have been olassifisd 
into 'four general types by Ball &nd lies (1946) s 
• 1, Proteinases' aest aetl're in neutral or 
slightly alk®l,iae «edia, the trypainases 
• or tryptases# 
2. Proteinases a©st active in highly aold 
raeflia, pepsin* 
S. Proteinases inactimted fey oxidants, and 
aetivated by reducing agents atach as sulf-
hydryl and eyanide, papainases# 
4# Proteinases of eellttlar origin, » . . with 
hydrogen»ic» optima at weakly aold levels, 
eathepsins » » • . toeing eell proteinases, 
are endoeniymes as oo«pared with the 
proteinases of body fluid, 
Smorodintsev and Ilkolaeva {1942) have reported re­
sults of experiments which iniieate that the autolysis in the 
tissues does not- continue at the expeeted rate after death. 
They found that in the ripening of beef, the cathepsin, the 
aain proteinase of iMsele tissue, aetl-rlty deereases, even 
though the pH of aeat is optlaal for its action# fhese 
saae workers state in an earlier report (19S6) that the ac­
tivity of.eathepsln is reiueed 40-'4S -per cent in the first 
24 hours of aging and an additional 20 per cent during the 
next five days, the activity of trypsin, on the other hand. 
Increases for the first 24 hours, then drops shortly there­
after. Pepsin activity increases steadily, reaching 2,5 
tiaes its initial value after the first ten days. The 
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oce«.ipmn6e of autolysis In pmltry is shown by the Increase 
In tenderness with aging ©spselally in the ease of older 
birds that are very tough but b«c-»0 more tender after aging 
several days. 
Aooordlng to Maximo* and Blo«» C1944|, the collagenous 
fibers ar® acted upon by pepsin in acid solution but not by 
trypsin in weakly alkaline solution, fhe elastic fibers are 
slowly digested by pepsin and More rapidly by trypsin, fhe 
amount of laetlc acid produced post aorten, and hene© the pH 
attained, d»p#nd on the glycogen eontent of the tissues at 
death, lowever, after an anliaal is killed the pH usually 
drops fria 7»4 to about to S#.7. ' fhis increase In acidity 
should favor the breakdown of ecaaneetiv© tissue by pepsinases 
if autolysis proceeds at the same rate after death as It 
does In the living anl«al. 
fhe functioning of ensyaes at temperatures below 0®C. 
has long b#en recognized by those interested in cold storage 
of foods where it appears that the chief changes that occur 
are enEyiaatlo. Early literature on the influence of low 
temperatures is suwnarlsed by lepbum C1915)» He reported 
that a number of ©nEyaes survived prolcmged exposure to 
temperatures varying frcm about 0®C. to as low as -191°G. 
(liquid alrl^ either in tissues or In solution. Sizer (1943), 
in his review of the effects of temperature on enzyme 
kinetics, called attention to the fact that enzymes ar© not 
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Imctivatsd by stomg® at t@sp©mtur®s as low as -186°C. 
Saorodintsev (194S) reported that chenjical changes which 
occur In storage of frozen meat at temperatures of -0° to 
-18®'C- are due to enzyme acti-cm* Glucose progressively de­
creases^ while lactic acid aeeuMulates. The enzyme activity 
is more vlgoroua during defrosting than during the freezing 
period, with slow defrosting giving aore Intensive action. 
In 1942 Saiorodintsev and Ilteolaeva reported that, in a study 
using cow muscle for an incubation period of 24 hours, the 
peptidase activity was increased 25 per cent at S®0, and 140 
per cent at After ten days at 3®C«, the activity was 
2#5 times that found at the tiae of slaughter. 
Although enayme activity nay continue in the frozen 
state, ice formation has a aarked retarding effect. 
Lineweaver (1939) and Siser and Josephson (1942) pointed out 
that, for the few cases investigated, the velocity of enzyme 
reacticaa is faster in the supercooled state than in the 
frozen state at the same teapersture. fhe velocity greatly 
decreases when the change of state occurs. They believe this 
decrease must be due to increase in the concentration of sub­
strate and to other changes which take place in the physical 
and colloidal properties of a system when it passes from the 
liquid to the solid state. 
lany observations on enisyaes have been of a purely 
qualitative nature, and there is a need for quantitative work 
on enzyma kinetics at lew temperatures to .furalsh lafomatlon 
of fundamental laportano© in the eoli storage and freesing of 
foods, Bn&h a study was 'by Slser and Josephson (1942) 
on 'thre® tjpioal ©nz^pies—panereatie lipase, trypsin and 
yeast inverta.se—which ^attaek fata, proteins and carbohy­
drates respeotl^ely, m®r the teaperatur# m.mgm frcaai'50*^ to 
.-70®C.. They founi a sharp efeang® In the temperature kinetlos 
about -2®C# so that calculations of enzyrae activity at low 
temperatures baaed on msasureaents at higher teaperatu-res 
are unreliable# fhey «t«t®$ 
fhe high aotlvation energies for these enzyiae 
•syfitess at low teaperatures should be of 
special intere^st to those ©oncemed with the • 
storage of fooda and other biological laaterials 
at low teaperatures, sine# it' »ans that rela-
tiirely »,»&11 daereaaes in temperature below 
freeiilng will b« relatlwely nery effeetlve in 
retailing undesirable enzpie action. For 
lipase, trypaln and ia^ertase a unit deerease 
in teaperature below is roughly five 
tiaes as effeetiw In retarding en-E^nae action 
as a sifflllar deoreaae In teaperature above 0®C. 
Studies reported in this paper clearly indicate, 
however, that enzymes are not In any way de­
stroyed by very low teaperatures, so that when 
cold storage f'oods are returated to noraial 
teaperatures, en!E.:^e aC'tlMi will regain its 
original rate. 
In a study of frozen poultry {Eof fmmxi ,  1939) which had 
developed a very powdery texture, the iBlcroscopic examination 
of the tissue# showed that elastic fibers had been acted upcai 
by an enKyne- or ensyaes and had fallen apart In tiny rod like 
•shapes, Lowe (194S) has. suggested ens^^e action as a cause 
of the partial disintegration* Since this type of partial 
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has oaly b®«n obs@rf®a In frozen poultry, th® 
proteolytic @mzjmm aotlng on «la®tln apparantly must to® active 
at low •teap®ratur®s* 
lat® of Fmmzlng 
SoittB of the early investigators froz® gels in an attempt 
to determine th® ®ff©ets of freailng on a hy<3rosol. Such an 
«3C3p«i»iia®nt was perforata toy loran (1929) la which h® found 
•that fressing was lnt©mitt®nt, i.»@., centers of crystalllza-
tlcai formed which w®r® .fill«i with a soli4 solution of ice 
and gel and between thee# spaces.were areas•of homogeneous 
gel, •this ie surprisingly slallar to 'the effect of freezing 
on atuscle tiesue, but th® aiuscular sysftem is much more' com­
plex '.and requires sta^y of the particular tissue involved as 
apparently not all animal tissue behaves the same under 
siailar conditions of free»ln.g. In a etudy-of Ice forjnatlon, 
'Moran C19M) found that in th® same piece of meat frozen at 
•4%. large crystals were fomed in the center of the sample, 
whereaa,- on the outside layer, wh»T® time required for 
freezing was shorter, the ice crystals ,were very small# 
loran i l 9Z2)  also reported that at -S®C. approximately 82 per 
cent of the water in meat was froseni more water was frozen 
at lower temperaturesbut a smaller per cent in relation to 
the reduction In temperature. 
there are a»ny factors which affect the time of cooling 
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or thfi rat® of freezing. Stiles (192E) grouped these factors 
into two clas.s®«s internal factors depending -on the nature' 
of the cooled sutostane®, the ^ produet, and external factors 
depending on the properties of th# cooling medium* Any prop­
erty of the pr-oduot affeoting its heat eapaoity or eonduo-
tivlty will also affeot the^ preeoollng tia^. Sueh factors 
aa ther»al conduotivity,''speoifio heat, latent'heat, speoifio 
surface .and the nature of-the 'surface would be included under 
the first'class.. 'flias th® Initial teaperature and weight of 
th® bird can; be eatiaate.d • quantitatively and related to the 
tla© required for both preoooling .and freezing# However, 
other factors sueh as th® shape of the bird, which w-ould 
•affect 'the aurface-to-volua® ratio, and the content and dis­
tribution of Moisture and fat In th# carcass cannot be 
aeaaured with sufflaient precision to deteria'lne their influ­
ence on'the cooling rate. In most casea the properties of 
th© cooling'nediaa are 'coaparatlirely well undaratood and 
aiore easily c^mtrolled. 
In "addition there are a nu»b#r of factors which affect 
the rate of freeilng of »eat at any given freezing teaipera-
ture* fhe freezing rate my be increased by 1) using 
packaging oaterlals wi'th low insulating value, 2) preventing 
air pocketa 'within th® package, S) using aethoda which 
accelerate the traiwifer ©f heat, and 4) reducing th® siss® or 
thictoesa of the product or removing any excess fat* 
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fhm t&rms fast fremlng ana ®low fj?®eElng hav® been used 
vaguely and liave no d®f,liilt#'meaning* AmoMing to Moran 
(1932) aeat i# quick tmmm it it is ebilled through tha 
t«iap«ratttr® rang® of 4i®F* to 23®F» in on®-half hour or lesa, 
quick fr®®2iag is a®fiu«a fey Pool® C19S8) a® freezing by any 
Mthoa in wfckiefa tb® "ion® of mxioua crystal formation" or 
solidification' (51® to ) .!» passad through in a short 
tiis®, atoottt oij@»half hour or less for aost desirahl® reaults. 
Bene®, th© siz® and location of ie® crystals in frozen 
tissu® will d®p®nd on th© rat® at which the t@»p«ratur® of 
th® aeat la dr<^p®i fr<m Jiaat ahov© th® fr®®2lng point (SO°P. 
for to«®f) t© approxiiaately g§®F# fh® ie® crystals will b® 
s»all®r if th® t®iB|>®ratmr@ of th® »®at is r®duc«d through 
this ion® Quickly, than if th® t®aip©ratuiNi is reduced slowly.. 
In addition to th® ©ff@©t that th® rat® of fr®®zing lais on 
th© ic®-©ry»tal pattern, th® l®agth of tisa® b«tw®®n slaughter 
and fr®esing is iaportaat# Itaaiteott« and loims (1940) have 
shown th® ffiierosoopi® appaaraaB® #f i©« crystals In steaks 
frozen at •50%. at six houra, on® day and 55 days after 
slaughter# fh® ic® crystal® ar® progresslT®ly larger as th® 
time between slaughter and freesing is increased, fhey 
attribut® this phenoaenon to th® physico-chemical changes 
which take plac® in the wiscl© during and following rigor 
Biortis. Chambers and Bal® (1952), in an Interesting study of 
th® formation of ice in protoplasm, concluded that th® 
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sttrool®»ta of ,th& cjtoljsed msele fiber nay serve as an 
otostael© feo interoal freeging teat not so ©ffielently as that 
of a liviag e®ll» So th« hlstologieal itrueture also enters 
Into the <l®t©»i3riatloii of the ie® crystal foMBatlon. fhe 
elasticity of th® sarooleraba apparently p®'3ralfes the indl-
Tiauml fibers of lausele to witfestaiid oonsiderable Intemal 
pressure fr<» lee eoluaae, whieh aeeoants for the difference 
between the effeets ©f freezing m iiuaole and on vegetables 
ana fruits, in which the cell walls are not elastic and 
O'Coase-quently are often ruptured* 
Many ©uts of seat# fartiaularly steaks and ehops have a 
large area of cut surface in irolation to loluae of meat. It 
has been fmmM by a number of Investigators that rapid freez­
ing or intra-fibrlllar freezing is desirable if drip is to be 
held at a mlnlJMm after these produets are defrosted* MmmeT, 
this is not true for pomltry, as has been pointed out by Sair 
and Cook (1@S8) and and iamabott« (19S9). Poultry 
meat does not drip noticeably unless the Muscle has been 
finely minced, a treatment that would hardly be used except 
for experimental purposes# Apparently freezing rates are not 
so critical in the ease of poultry as they are for soae cuts 
of meat and for certain fruits and vegetables. 
- so -
Mttmt of Frsez-lag on f Issu® 
• In oonsiderlng th# #ff@et of freesJjig ©n tissue, th© 
ehang® in struetur® is Important in distsraining hm nearly 
Bsat will r@8«ffibl« watromn seat wfetn thawed. Plank (1925) 
points out the impoTtmnm of two effects of freezings th« 
iamag© to the protoplasMl© struotur® hj f omatlcaa of lo® 
oryatals 'and the •eon®®qw®nt dehydration of th® colloid# 
Ghamioal ®han.g®g 
Ace-ordlng to Moraa, C1®^SS| fr®esing proamot®s denatura-
tlon of th® «ttsel« proteins and this d«naturatlon of th® 
ffiusol® proteins is aajElsal at a, temperat«r® in th® rang® -2® 
to -S®C» Work r®p©rt®<3 by .Smoro(3,lnts#v (1943) la^leated that 
meat proteins ar® not ol#av®4 or <3®nattjr®d by th® fi^®aiag 
proe®s.s« fh® ehang®s dm® to ®ns^® set ion w®ra progressi^® 
a®ereaa« in glueos® with an aeeiiaiilatlce of laotie acl<S. 
Gon®liarahl® ©naymle cleavag® of phosphatli®® ooourre-d on 
storage^, but th® olaavag® did not r©aeh th® inorganic phos-
phat® stag®*- 'irndombteily »©:ro work is n®«'i®d along this lln® 
and- n@w®r method® of prot®ln analysis shomia glv® mor® 
r®liabl® re»iilts. 
liatolQEical ehan^as 
As l<«g ago as 190-8 P®nntegton report®^ a histological 
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study on cfaickens tmmu at c«par®d witb freah birds. 
She found tliat simpl# tmrnzlixg caua@i a slight pulling apart 
of th® fibers, but tfeey r©taiB®a their integrity# However, 
after only raa# month of st©ra.g« at -10®C., she ohserved 
ladio&tions of an autoSlgeftloa whleh resulted la the.presenee 
of hcTOOgeueous protela mterlal hetweea th© bundle® of fibers, 
and later th® sareoleMit. ,ruptttr«d, peralttlag the exudate • to 
stream fro® the end or sides* later work by this saae worker 
fPennington et si., 191f) reported the same eharaeteristlo 
changes In histologleal stniotwre* Sherrlll (1928) showed 
that slow freezing daaages the mttsele structure of haddock, 
fiokery (1926.) also emphasized the laportanee of the effect 
of freezing on the 8areol®i^»; his work indicated that the 
aarcoleaiMt 1ms an laportant role in deteminlng tbe-aaount of 
reconstitutioa that will take place» Most of the early work 
is on slaw freesing of food and the present trend is toward 
using teaperatures of 0®F. (-l^.Q^C*) or below. 
Are the cimnges in the tissue altered by the aethod of 
freezing and is rapid or slow freeslng better? C&ie of the 
early studies which attempted to answer these questions was 
made by luttall and Gardiner (1919) on the histological 
changes in fro«®n fish, fhey found that in rapid freezing 
a single eoltusm or a niaber of small eoluims of Ice were 
foraed In each mscle fiber, fh® less fluid parts were 
pressed against the sarcoleima so the fibers sinsulated 
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bollo« eyliadei'S ©neloslng ic# coIumis. flier© was no damag® 
to' the sapGole»a, whereaa in slow freezing it was ruptured, 
Laapitt and Moran (195S) studied the quality of slowly and 
rapidly frozen beef and laah. Although they observed a 
wi.rk®d differene© la the appearanee of mieroseopic cross 
sections ©f the frozen »eat B&mplm, the palatability tests 
showed that there was no marked preference for either the 
rapid- ©r 8low«fros#n saaples-. 
Dubois, fressler and Penton (1942) studied cross• sections 
of chicken after freeslng with different methods and eondi-
tiona. Ghiekens were frozen with the llrdseye Kultiplate 
freezer, and in air with and without air blast at -10®, -8® 
and large ice crystals were found in the tissues 
frozen slowly at «10®P.,, whereas the faster methods effected 
the formation of a large nuatoer of -rery small c^stals, 
Koonz and ianshottom (19-39) also studied frozen sections of 
Chi©ken miscle. fhey reported tfe»t if small pieces of 
poultry nuaele are frosea almost instantaneously, the water 
freezing within the fibers appears as ainute, evenly 
distributed ice coluMts. If -th® temperature is raised, the 
water will be displaced tO' the cente-r of the fiber and will 
appear 'as a single, large, centrally located ice colxim 
parallel to the long a^is of the fiber. When, the freezing 
is slow, the water will be lost by the fibers and will freeze 
eJtteriMil to the fibers* fhole birds frosen at -.32°P. showed 
- m 
intim-flb#!' tmmzing in &om of th® fibers, whereas other 
fihers lest water whieh froz® external to th© fibers. In 
birds frozen at •IS®?. «xtr®-fIbrlllar freezing occurred ex-
clusiireiy. fhe authors point out that very slowly frozen 
poultry appears dark, with very large ice crystals of the 
extra-fibrillar type. When poultry is frozen at a tempera­
ture that insures a rather natural blocaa,. the ice, crystals 
are saaller and aore nmeroas, bat are still principally of 
the extra-fiber type., 
fhe conditicMos and influences that my affect the dis­
tribution,, si.2e and nuaber of ice fora&tions in frozen 
poultry are many. Shrewsbury ^  C1942) foand that pork 
tissue frozen at . presented a varied histological 
appearance from e-ven diatrlbation of imdaMa,ged cells, to 
cells with small vaamolea and ®areoleiw» intact or distorted 
cells with daMa^ to their outer surfaces. Fro» the e-s-idence 
they concluded timt freezing pork aus©.!® at produced 
both extra-fibrillar and intra-fibrillar freezing, and the 
extent and type of tissue da»age varied considerably within 
and between animls. Qae iwportant factor in determining 
the size and location of Ice crystals which has not been 
considered by aost workers is the time between slaughter and 
freeSEing. Baasbottoa and Koons il940) showed that ice 
crystals becase progresslire,ly larger in beef steaks as the 
tiae between slau,ghter and fre#Eing increased. They state 
that a ffiieroscopic study of the tissues showed that 
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Intra-flbrillap finessing oeoui*r«d la steaka frozen at -30°F. 
six hours after slaughtdr. Howavar, in steaks held oa® day 
toefor® fraazlng at th# sam® taaperatura, -30°F., axtra-
fibrillar fr««zlng was pradCMinant. fhls was also true for 
all steaks frosan longer intar^als. Further, they found th« 
®xtra«-fibrillar ice oryatals la th@ staaks ware rathar small 
whan frozan on® day after slaughter, baocalng progressively 
larger as the ti»® betwaan slaughter and fraanlng incraased. 
fhay remarked that these findings were also true for poultry 
but g&ve no experiaental evidenee# Stewart, Hanson, Lowe 
and Austin (1945) have presented evidence to prove that time 
between slaughter and feezing, as well as the freeaing 
temperature, affeots the histologleal appearance of aiuscle 
fibers and the loeatlon of lee crystals. 
All birds frosen at within two hours 
after slaughter had vacuoles within the fibers 
of breast and thigh muscles, fhe vacuoles 
were very numerous in both raw and cooked sec­
tions frcm s®Be broilers, leas so in other 
broilers. . . • these vaouoles were cmsldered 
an indication of inti®-fibrillar freezing, ice 
crystals having fomerly occupied the site of 
the vacuoles# intra-fibrillar freeising also 
occurred in all breast muscles and half of the 
thigh muscles of broilers froisen within two 
hours after killing at -46,5 C, lo intra-
flbrillar freezing occurred in broilers frozen 
within two hours after killing at -20.5 C. In 
general, Intra-fibrillar freezing did not occur 
in any broilers held 18 hours before freezing, 
regardless of the freezing temperature used* 
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Wrmmzlng on 
fbe i^sulta of ®o«t of th« stmdies on th« influane® of 
f3»®«jBlng faa th® quality of «»at tm.w& ahown that freaslng 
tandarlzaa meat* km early as ItO? I,«-3amann notad that fraas-
Ing ineraas©<3 th® tendaraaas ©f baaf ani ttot the affeet was 
greater in the lasa taniSar sttscla ©r "flank" than in tha 
lain aaaacl®. frasslar, Biriaaya '«m& Iwrray (19'S2) fawnd 
that quick fi^a®lng ©f toaef and stihaaqwant storage at -0»4®F. 
had a tandarlzing affact# • fatil ani Child,(19S"7) reported 
that baaf'froian at *as not tandarlzad, Howavar, 
th© longissiaas iorsi aaaaela fr« rolled rib roast agad ten 
days *a« uaad for their study ao that a ecmparatively tender 
auscl© aay have raaehad its maxliwaB tandarnass before it wa« 
frozen, lankins and liner {1938} found that freezing short 
loin steaks, aged ©i hours, at 80®, -10® or -•40®?* increased 
the tenderness whan o«par@d with those held at 54°F. 
The ti«e of aging befor® freezing 'Will condition the 
tenderizing effect, so in aay study of the effect of freea-
ing on tenderness the time between killing and freezing 
shomld toe considered as an important factor affecting tha 
final result# fiiner and Banking (1941) reported that beef 
samples stored at to 3S®F» for fiv#, 15, 23, and S5 days 
became aiore tender with aging, fhe tenderness was further 
Increased toy aubsaquont freezing, but to a decreasing degree 
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with increaalng atorag® tine* 
Most of the studies on the effect of freezing on tender­
ness have heen made on beef, and relatively little information 
exists concerning,the influence of aging before freezing on 
the tenderness of chlekens. In a study on the effect of 
drawing before freezing cm the palatability of poultry, 
Hoffman (1939) found that roasters chilled overnight were 
©ore tender than those frozen within two hours after killing. 
In a review of this study Lowe (1939) remrked that the mean 
scores for tenderness Indieated that the birds frozen a 
seeond tloe wer® ssaewhat more tender than those frozen only 
onee before drawing. In their study on the effeot of rate 
of freezing and the temperature of storage cai the quality of 
frozen poultry, Dubois, Tressler and Penton (1942) did not 
discuss the effect on tenderness* However, an examination 
of the scores given In their report reveals that nine out of 
the 11 freezing TOthods employed had scores frcaa 0#4 to 1*5 
higher than the 5*1 score for tenderaess of the fresh 
chicken (7 •0, hi^est possible score}* Stewart, Hanson, Lowe 
and Austin {194i) reported that freezing broilers at -S®, 
-SO® and -90°P. caused no significant differences in the 
tenderness of the breast muscle. However, the thigh muscles 
of the fresh controls were rated less tender tJmn the 
corresponding muscles in the frozen bii^s. 
nils (1946) found fryers evlscepated and frozen within 
m • 
two hours after killing w©r® l®«s tender than similar fryers 
held 24 t® 48 hcmrs hefor® «¥iss®r«tliig and freezing. 
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mraOB OF PEOClBUHl 
History -©f the Birds 
fh« 50 chickens used for this stwdy were obtained at 
the Iowa State College fam. fh® roaaters, 24 Rhoda Island 
Rads and sljt Barrad loeka about fiT« to eight months old at 
th® start of th# atiidy, war® killed, frozen and cooked 
between Januarj 6, 194f, and February 10, 1947, The 20 fowl, 
ihit® I^ighoms longing In age frcm 20 aonths to two years, 
one Konth, were killed, frozen and cooked between February 17, 
1947, and larch 12, 1947« All the chickens received almllar 
rations of 18 per cent protein mash and grain, consisting 
of one-half com and one-half oats, fhus any differences 
between birds would be due to factors other than feed. 
Preparation for Cooking and Freezing 
RilliniB^ and aging 
The birds were killed at th® Poultry laboratory with 
th© excepticaa of a few in the SO*minut© group killed in the 
Home Economics laboratory. After killing, the chickens were 
held firmly by the neck and legs, head down, while they bled 
for on® minute. They were iramdlately scalded by plunging 
In two gallons of water at 158®F. (§8,9®C.) in wiiich tliey 
wmr& aglt®t®a for on© and oii#-lialf alnutea. Sext th© birds 
w®r© dressed and ©viscerated and, after washing inside and 
outside with lukewarm raiming tap water, were placed in 
pliofilm bags for aging, fh© aging periods (time between 
killing and freeslng) used were 30 alnutes, and one, two, six 
•and 24 hours# fhe SO'-ainxite and the one- and two-hour groups 
were aged at rocaa teatperature, and the sIje- and 24-hour 
groups were aged in the refrigerator at 59.B®P. {4.O®0,). 
fhlrty ainutes before th© end of the aging perl-od, th© 
chickens were cut in half prior to freezing and cooking with 
the exception of the SO-mlnute group, which were halved 15 
minutes before cooking and freezing, fhe birds were cut in 
half in an attempt to eliainate Bome of the differences 
resulting from the great variation between individual birds. 
gutting the chicken in half 
Since tl^ Imel bone could not be cut in half, the cut 
was mad© as close to th® bone as possible, thus one side of 
the chicken had th© keel bone intact which protected the 
breast auscle, whereas on the other half of the bird the 
breast muscle was cut and exposed* To provide a covering 
to'protect this'Cut surface, the neck was cut off close to 
the body and the skin froa the neck was brought down over 
th© body cavity and sewed to the skin on the breast. (The 
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half of chicken with th® toon® in was treated siailarly.) 
S©« Pigup® 1. Another factor to consider in catting the 
birdls in half was the effect of cutting the mnsole a short 
tiaie after slaughter. Studies hj howm and Stewart (1946) 
haw shown that if breast atiscles of roasters are cut soon 
after slaughter, a toagtoess often develops along the cut 
surface which persists even after aging and cooking. In 
order t© minimize the effect of cutting the imascle and of 
having the keel bone only on one sidej, the treatment of the 
cut side was alternated so that approxtraatelj one half of 
the cut sides were used as fresh controls and an equal nu»-
ber of cut halves were frozen, lowover, when both sides of 
the bird were froaen, the cut side was frozen at 
After the bird was cut in half, a saall histological 
s«uaple was reraoved fr« th® pectoralis iiajor nuscle about 
one inch anterior to the sternal crest of each half of the 
bird, fhen the neck skin was pulled down over the body 
cavity, and both halves were sewed as shown in Figure 1» A 
constantan-copper thermocouple for recording the rate of 
freezing was placed in the thi^ of the half to be frozen, 
fhis half was then put in a pliofilm bag, the sides of the 
bag were pressed against th® chicken to exclude all air 
possible, and the bag was tied securely with string. See 
Figure 2* 
At the end of the aging period, one half of the bird was 
used as a fresh control and was cooked, the other half of 
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Fig. 1. Showing a half of ehieken r®ady for 
cooklsig. 
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Fig# Mm Sfeowing a lialf ©f eiileken with th® 
tfaaxmocoiipl# la the thigh and in « pliofilm 
bag foi* freezing. 
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tbe was frozen. At th® ©nd of 24 bours, the frozen half 
of ehioken was thawed {24 hours) ana then cook®(3. In this 
study no attempt was raad® to sepamt© th© effects of freezing 
froffl'th© effects of thawing* 
Freesiag and thawing 
All the halves of birds were frozen in the Iowa State 
College experimental freezing unit, fhey were held for 24 
hours either in the sharp freezing unit at -50®P, (-34.4®C.) 
or in the 0%. (-17*8®C.) rocrai. 1?wo roaaters and two fowl 
were cut In half, and one aide was frozen at each temperature 
for each of the five aging periods, making a total of four 
replications for each treatment# For this part of the experi­
ment a total of 40 halves of chicken were frozen and 40 halves 
were cooked, fhis meant that each half of chicken that was 
frozen could be compared with the corresponding fresh half of 
chicken for palatability, shear force and histological 
appearance# in the ease of 10 roasters both sides of the 
bird were frozen, on® at -SO^F. and one at 0®F. Two replica­
tions were aade at each aging period. In this part of the 
study, th© half of bird frozen at -30°P, could be compared 
with the half frozen at 
fhese treataents were randORlzed so no particular se­
quence was followed for aging or freezing. Also the halves 
of birds were given a cod© number so the judges were not 
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aware of th® treatment th© birds received* 
At the end of 24 hours, the frozen half of chicken was 
taken from the freezer locker to the Hcame Boonomics labora­
tory. k histological sample was sawed out about one inch 
anterior to the sternal crest, a spot corresponding as nearly 
as possible to the place where the sample had been removed 
fro® the other half of the bird used as a fresh control. 
See Figure 3. As soon as the sample was removed, the half of 
bird was put in the refrigerator to thaw for 24 hours at 
39.2®P, C4.00G.). 
Rate of freezing 
The drop in temperature occurring during the freezing 
of each of the birds was measured by means of a I^eda and 
Morthrup Micromox (calibrated in degrees Fahrenheit). Each 
freezing room had six sets of poles connected to the Micromax. 
fhe constantan-copper theraocouple, placed In the thigh of 
each half of bird before wrapping, was attached to one of the 
sets of poles and the temperature was automatically recorded 
every six minutes on a aiovlng roll of paper calibrated in 
degrees Fahrenheit. Preezlng curves were made frcm these 
detailed data, 
Oooking 
fhe weight and tempemture of each half of chicken were 
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Fig. 3. Fros«n Is&lf of bird showing location 
from whieh hlatologioal sample of the ua-
©ooke^ breast «uael« was obtained. 
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reeorde^ |uat before cooking# A theraoaieter, six inches 
long with a short bulb, was inserted into the center of the 
thigh parallel to the breast bone* fhe half of bird was 
placed breast side down on a wire rack about one-half inch 
abo¥© the bottca of a shallow, unco¥ered pan. fhe diaensions 
of the oval-shaped pans werej Icmg diameter, 15 Inches; 
short diameter, 12 inchesj height, 1*75 inches. All halves 
of bird® were roasted in the oven at a temperature of 160®C. 
(approximately 300°F.) until the thermoaeter in the thigh 
registered 195®P. Ordinarily fowl are braised (covered and 
cooked slowly with some added moisture), but for this study 
roasting was used because It was a more uniform raethod in 
which the procedure was easier to standardize and the tempera­
ture regulation more accurate, feaperatures of the oven and 
the bird were recorded every 20 minutes. When the thenaome-
ter In the thigh read 195®F., the halves of birds were 
removed from the oven, fhe weight of the half of bird was 
recorded and then the weight of the pan, rack and drippings. 
FrcK® these weights the cooking losses were calculated. 
The total cooking losses of all samples were calculated 
as the difference between the weights of the raw and the 
cooked halves of chicken, fhe loss as drippings was taken 
as the differences In weight between the roasting pan and 
rack containing the drippings and the empty pan and rack. 
The volatile loss was calculated as the difference between 
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total cooking loss and tli« drippings# fh© percentages of all 
losses—total, drippings and volatile—were calculated on the 
weight of the uncooked chickens. 
Methods of testing 
Scoring 
fhe pectoralls major, the large breast arascle (Figure 4), 
and the peetoralis seeundus. Just under the pectoralis major 
(Figures 5 and S), were the two muscles used for scoring by 
a group of four judges. Palatability of the chickens was 
considered to be dependent upon the four factors: aroma, 
flavor, tenderness and Juiciness, laeh of these four \factors 
was Judged on a basis of ten points so that a perfect bird 
would have a score of 40 points# fhe scores were recorded 
on a score sheet similar to the one included in the appendix. 
2n removing the muscles for Judging,the skin of the 
cooked bird was pulled back and the auscles removed by cut­
ting as close as poaslbl© to the keel bone and the wish bone. 
See Figure 4 or fhe anterior tip ends of both roiscles 
were always discarded because of their heavy connective 
tissue. Each Judge was always given th© same section of the 
muscle to Judge; that is, the first cut from the anterior 
portion of the muscle was always given to one Judge, the 
second Judge received the second cut, and so on* After the 
Pig. 4» P®etoralls major auscle of th® breast 
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Pig. 5# fji© p&ot^Falls seeimdtis mjs&I®. fh® 
p«etofalis major muscle has beea reaoved 
entirely. 
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Flg» 6* fhe peotoralia raajor miscl© partially 
r©mOT©d, showing the pectoralls seemdus 
ausele to®n«ath it. 
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Judgei* iaajples wer® taktn tvom th© p»otoralis major, a 
small histological saaplo was out and th© rest of th© auacl© 
was carefully wrapped in wax paper and stored in th© refrig­
erator until sheared the following iaj* 
Shearing 
Shearing, as used for an objective test of tenderness, 
is th© force in pounds required to cut across the muscle, 
fh© reaainder of the pectoralis major nsiusole was used for 
shear tests# fh© first shear was laad© on th© tip or 
posterior end of th© »usel® where it is only about 1/2 to 
3/4 of an inch wide. Each shear was about 5/8 of an inch 
above th© prev^ ious on©« It was possible to obtain a total 
of six shears. Th© pounds required for shearing increased 
as th© muscle increased in width and thickness. The shear 
strength readings for on© muscle were averaged and th© m©an 
score of the force required for shearing in pounds was taken 
as an indication of th© tenderness and ccanpared with the 
Judges* scores for tenderness. Hoffaan C19S9) has a com­
plete description of the constructicaa and operation of th© 
shearing apparatus. A pictui^  of the shearing apparatus is 
shown in Figure 7. 
Histological studies 
Four histological samples of the pectoralis major muscle 
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Fig* m@ «h®ariag apijamttis. 
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ef «aeh bird wer© obtained for th« histological studiess 
1) from th® fr«sh half of th« bird to b« cooked and fro» the 
half to tM» frozen, 2) frmt the Gooktd fresh control half, 
S) frcm th® frozen uncooked Imlf of bird, and 4) from th© 
froEfin-thawed half of bird after cooking, fh® muscl® samples 
w©r« fixed in a solution composed of physiological salt solu-
tioo and ten per cent formalin and stored In small bottles. 
All the secticmisg of the chicken tissue was done on the 
freezing •microtORie. fh© cooked mjscle was out 15 microns, 
thick and the uncooked was cut at 25 microns, fhe muscle was 
stained with Barrls'. alum hemato^ Kylln for studying the muscle 
fibers. Each sample was also stained with Harris' alum 
heiaatoxylln and ¥an Gelsen^ s • mixture of-acid fuschln and 
picric acid so the distribution of the collagenous fibers and 
its effect on the miiscle could be studied* Saaples from each 
age group'were stained with Weigert*s modified elastic stain 
and then with ISirris'' alum heaatoxylin and ¥an Gelsen's 
stain. Some of the fowl sections wer® stained in Herxheiiaer's 
scarlet R solution to show the dlstributi<m of fat. 
After the frozen sections were cut, they were trans­
ferred to a amall wire basket in which they were carried 
through the various solutions. The sections were extremely 
friable and had to toe handled with great care. Glycerine 
jelly was used for mounting the sections. 
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AID BISGUSaiOH 
Slz© mn€ *«lght ©f Birds 
All til© fowl w®r® trcm an lnb3?©a lin® of Whit® Leghorns, 
which wer® verj small* fh® roastors were Rhode Islana Reds 
and Barred Roeks and were Quite large hlrds. 
fhe weight before cooking of the individual halves of 
roasters varied fro® 681 grans (1*5 lbs.) to 1215 grams 
(2.7 lbs.), fhe fowl were noticeably aiaaller. fheir weights 
varied froa 412 grams (0.9 lbs.) to 1048 grams (2.3 lbs.), 
fhe detailed data on weights are given in fables C and D of 
the Appendix, fhe average weight of the fresh control and 
frozen halves of roasters and fowl for the different aging 
periods are given (fable 1). fhe dlfferenee in weight 
between the fowl and roasters is quite evident. 
fable 1. fhe average weight before eooMlng of halves of 
roasters and fowl aged varying periods of time 
before cooking or freesing. 
Aging 
ti»e 
Presh eontrol Fros&en 0°P. Frozen -S0®f. 
Boasters Fowl Roasters Fowl Boasters Fowl 
gms. gms. gms. gffiS. gffiS. gms. 
SO mln. 871.0 661.8 904.0 65i.O 954.0 59S.0 
1 hour 877 .5 701.8 9®8.5 620.0 817.8 745.0 
2 hours 907.8 7S4.8 983. S 626.0 822.3 79S.5 
6 hours 864.5 554. S 922.5 576.5 912.8 545.0 
24 hours 952. S 6SS.5 ©51.5 701.5 887.5 615.5 
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fli© avemg® weight of all the hal¥®s of chickens used 
for fresh coatrols was 7?? grams Cl,7 lbs.) as compared with 
805 gr«»a {1,8 lbs.) for the hal?®f of caroassea frozen at 
0®F. and 841 graas (1.^ 9 lb»») for those frozen at -SO®P. 
See Table 4. Although there was coasl^ erable variation in 
weight from bird to bird, the mean weight for each treatment 
was i^ ractically the same. 
Cooking fi»& 
Studies have shown that the factors which affect the 
time required to cook poultry meat to a certain temperature 
ares a) the cooking temperaturei to) weight of the chicken; 
©) the a^ pe of the bird, short and thick or long and thin; 
d) fat deposition} ») the initial temperature of the birdj 
f) the composition of the roeatj and g) the degree of post­
mortem changes. 
The average cooking ttoe for the halves of roasters and 
fowl is given in Table 2. The shorter cooking time for the 
halves of fowl was to be expected because they weighed less 
than the roasters. The average cooking tiae given in 
fable 4 for all control halves of chicken was 114.5 minutes, 
for the halves frozen at Q®F., 128»7 minutes and for the 
imlves frozen at -SO^ P., 13$*5 aitoutes. The initial tem-^  
peratur# at the start of cooking was lower for the thawed 
halves than for the control halves| hence they required a 
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fafele 2# fh© a¥®i?ag® eooklng tia® of hal'f«s of roasters 
and fowl ag®a variola pariotSs of time toofor© 
cooking or froasiag. 
Aging Fraah eontrol, Frogaa 0%» Frozan »SQ%« 
tla® loastars Wm% Hoastar# F©wl loaatera Fowl 
m'ln* *in* k^ ii« min. a in. min. 
50 Min. 13S.5 t9.0 150^ 8 m*& 165.2 120.0 
1 hour 1S8.8 06.5 157.8 10S,5 131. 0 101.5 
2 hours 1E1.8 0'?.G 151. S 95.0 140.8 115.0 
6 hours 124.2 m*o 149.2 180.0 128.2 95.0 
24 hours 142.S 105.5 156*2 140.0 133.8 101.0 
loagar eooklng ti»e. the variation in cooking time within 
eacia group indicatas that aging iifi not hav® any appreciable 
effect cm cooking time. 
Cooking Xiosaes 
The data on the cooking losses are presented in fahle 3. 
fhe average values Indicate that freezing did not appreciably 
affect the pereentag® of cooking loss for either the roasters 
or the fowl, fhe changes attributable to aging or freezing 
are either too small or too variable to be significant. 
However, it should be noted that for both roasters and fowl 
the cooking loss for those aged six honrs is less than for 
the 24-hour group. However, the halves aged 24 hours 
weighed more, hence required a longer cooking time. 
Since the biinls in this study were halved, there was a 
large cut surface on the breast ouscle of the half of bird 
frosB which the keel bone was separated, fhis increased the 
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Taljl# 3. fh® average total eooklng losses of halves of 
roasters and fowl agei varying periods of time 
before eooklng or freeslng 
Aging Fresh e<aaitrol Imogen 0%» Froaen »gO°F. 












1 hour 28.8 S0.4 2S.2 27.4 24.9 28.0 
2 hours 28.4 2&.S 28.1 27.0 29.6 26.4 
6 hours 25.0 27.8 28a 31.6 21.2 27.6 
24 hours 29.6 SO.S 29.6 3S.9 29.0 27.8 
opportunity for losses by Gripping and evaporation. However, 
as stated previouslyj the eutting was planned so that an 
equal number of halves without keel bones were in each group 
and also the neck skin was sewed over the breast to minimize 
any losses. All birds were halved in a similar fashionj 
thus C'OHiparisons between groups would be valid. 
Cooking losses and oookiag tiw 
Losses in weight during cooking showed a linear 
relationship with'the total ©ooklng tiwe. 
fhe data on weight, total eooklng loss, cooking time 
and temperature relationships are suinmarized in Table 4. 
lender the conditions of this study, the average values 
indicate that the total cooking loss was not appreciably 
affected by freezing. Contrary to the usual finding, the 
cooking time did not decrease with aging; however, Faul 
(1943) found that the eooklng time of beef did not decrease 
fable 4. Suffloary of th® averag# wei^ t hetore cooking, the total eooking loss, and 
cooking tliwi-taffiporattt}?® relationships for halves of all ehlckens aged 






















Presh etmtrol^  
% aim. «F. 
30 ain. 7663 28.0 116.1 88.7 106.3 0.960 
1 hour ?95.9 29.6 117.5 75.6 119.4 1.046 
2 hours 821.2 26.8 106.1 77.9 117.1 1.183 
6 hours tot *4 28.4 108.6 60*1 135.0 1.336 
24 hotirs 792.9 30,0 124.0 49.1 145.9 1.255 
Average 77?*2 28.6 114.5 70.3 m.-im 
Frozen -30®F.^  
50 sin* 8S3.6 29.5 160.2 32.6 162.4 1.103 
1 honr 793.5 25.9 121.2 35.3 159.7 1.361 
2 hours 812.7 28.5 132.2 37.7 157.3 1.255 
f hours 789.5 25.0 117.2 35.9 159.1 1.410 
24 hours 796 ,8 28.6 122,8 42.2 152.8 1.283 
Average 305 ,2 27.5 128.7 36.7 
— 
Froaen 0°F.® 
30 ain. 822*3 27.7 132.7 35.9 159.1 1.268 
1 hour 852.3 24.6 139.5 35.0 160.0 1.248 
2 hours 857.5 27.7 132.5 34.2 160.8 1.274 
6 hours 807.0 29.3 139.5 38.9 156.1 1.186 
24 hours 868.0 31.7 137.5 41.3 153.7 1.121 




' 4 halves 
of roasters 
of roasters 
and 4 halves 




wltli inereaaed storage, fh® cooking data Indicated that 
the Misel© fibers in the frozen-defrosted birds were able to 
retain the reabsorbed water as the eooking losses were 
similar for the frozen and fresh eontrol ehickens. This is 
in agreement with the results of Koonz and laasbottorn C1939). 
the detail data for individual birds, including the 
volatile and dripping losses, are gl'^ en in fables C and D of 
the Appendix, fhe volatile loss acoounted for a large part 
of the total cooking loss, fhe average volatile loss ranged 
fTtm 17«S to 25.S per cent as empared with 6»3 to 9.0 per 
cent for dripping loss# 
Appearance 
fhe rate of freezing did not affect the appearance of 
the birds as there was no indication of loss of blocaa in 
the halves of chickens froasen at 0® or at -SO®F. 
Falatabilitj Factors 
fhe pectoral is laajor and th® pectoralls secundus laauscles 
of the halves of chickens were Judged for tenderness, juici-
nesa, flavor, and aroma* Each factor was scored from one to 
ten with the exception of tenderness in the fowl in which 
case Hilntts scores also were used, fhis was necessary because 
soM of the fowl were quite tough and the range of one to ten 
used for scoring tenderness in the roasters did not allow 
m 
suffieiently low scores to adequately indicate th© toughness 
la th® fowl. Th« values asel^ ©«l for tendemess scores were 
based on th® nwmtoer of ®chews" necessary for complete masti­
cation of a piece of chicken iieat» Each Judge set up her own 
standard. The data for palatahility scores for individual 
birds are given in fables A and B of the Appendix, 
Ar<»a and flavor 
fhe average aroma and flavor acores for the two cooked 
breast auscles of th© halves of th® fresh control and frozen 
birds are given in Tables S and 6 and are shown graphically 
in Figure 8. fhere is practically no difference in the 
arcBia acores. In general the flavor scores were similar to 
the ar®®a scores, showing little variation between treatments. 
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fable &• l¥©rag® palatabllitf scopes of peetoralls major 
fflusol# of the halves of all the ohtokens aged 
various periods of tlae hefore eooklag or freezing 
fi»e of Ho. of 
Ar«Ba Flavor Tender­ Juici­aglag halves ness ness 
Fresh ctmtrol 
30 min* 8 8.0 8.7 1»2 7^ 2 
1 hom* e 8,8 8.2 1.6 5.6 
2 hours a 8..f • 8..S 1.6 6.2 
6 hours 8 St? 8»6 6*6 6.3 
24 hours 3 8»9 8»4 8.7 5.2 
Frozen 0®F» 
SO ffito. 6 9*0 8,7 8.® 6.2 
1 hour 6 8«9 0.8 7.2 5.9 
S hours 6 8»9 8,5 8.0 5.3 
6 hours 6 8.9 8.i 8.2 5.0 
24 hours 6 8*9 8,4 8.3 4.3 
Frozen -SO®F# 
30 min. 6 §•0 8*6 8.0 5.5 
1 hour 6 8.9 8*4 8.2 6.0 
2 hours 6 8,9 8.7 7.8 5.9 
6 hours 6 §•0 8.7 7.0 6.1 
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aaotmt and atat® of free and to©ui«l wat«r in the 
mi«el« would affect Jwleiness# Johnson <1946) detewiined 
toy ^ apoi* pressar® aethM# the aaount of b©ttnd water in the 
peotoralis mjor jroiel® of roasters. She fomd that there 
irae a greater binding of -water with longtr storage and at 
hi^ er storage temperatures• 4.180 th® quantity of hound 
water was noticeably increased by cooking# The factors 
affecting juiciness also iaclmie feed, finish and fat distri­
bution, extent of cooking and the treateaent of the bird, such 
as aging or freeslng. la view of these and other factors, 
it is apparent that the only way to obtain valid eompirtstms 
between treatments is to divide the birds In half# 
the aveimge scores for Juiciness of the two cooked 
breast muscles of the halves of all the fresh control and 
frosen birds are given in fables S and 6, fhe Juiciness 
scores are shown graphically in Figure 9* 
fhe oectoralis i«.ior> fh® Juiciness scores of the fresh 
control halves decreased fr« 7.2 at the SO-alnute aging 
period to 6»2 after aging 84 hours, an over-all decrease or 
two points. However, there were so»e variations in the 
Juiciness scores for the aging periods between SO minutes 
and 24 hours# fhe Juiciness scores of control halves aged 
one hour decreased to 5»ii then the Juiciness increased with 
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for th® hlrds aged 24 homrs» Stewart, Lowe, Harrison and 
MeEeegan (194S) found * downward trend In Juiciness scores of 
the peetoralls Major msele with aging of fowl, but the varia­
tions wmT® not aignlfleant. i.owe, Stewart, larrlaon and 
leleegan (1946) foond a trend for Julelness seores of 
roasters to Inerease with aging* Sinoe Jialeiness of the 
ausole is affeeted toy fat distribution In the earcaas, the 
time of eooklag, oooklng losses and other factors. It is not 
surprising that results are not in agreement in different 
studies, jparticularly when the variation in results has not 
heen statlstloally signifleant. 
fhe Juiciness seorea of the peotoralis swajor wasele of 
the Imlve# froaen at 0®F. showed a steady decrease as the 
ripening or aging period inereased fro® 50 minutes <6•2) to 
24 hours (4»3). fhe Juiciness scores for the halves frozen 
at 0®F» were lower than the fresh control scores except at 
the cme-hour aging period. 
Freezing the halves of ehlekens at had little 
effeet on the juioines® seores for any of the aging periods, 
fhe Juleiness scores of the halves frozen after aging one-
half hour averaged eoapared to 6,1 after six hours of 
aging and then freezing, and S.4 after 24 hours of aging. 
fhe pectoralis secundus, fhe pectoralIs sesundus was 
rated less Juicy than the peetoralis mjor. Stewart, Lowe, 
mrrlson and IcEeegan (W4&) reported similar results for 
<" 611 
fable §. Averag® palatabilltj scores of the peetoralis 
secmius rausel® of th® halTfis of all th® chickens 
ag®d various periods of ti«® before cooking or 
freezing 
time ©f lo. of :... fender- Juiel-

































































































the fowl* The decrease In Juiciness scores with aging of 
the halves of chicken followed a pattern quite almilar to 
that of the peetoralls wajor. 
In general freeilng at had the least effect on 
the Juiciness scores ©f both »iiscles» Also it is interesting 
that the Juiciness scores of the halTS-ea of birds frozen at 
•50®P* were more nearly like the fresh controls than those 
frozen at 0®P» There ia a trend for the higher freessing 
temperature to increase the dr^ rness of both the pectoralis 
raajor and pectoralis secundus muscles# The greatest de­
crease in Juiciness scores for halves of birds frozen at 0®P. 
was for the groups aged two, six and 24 hours before freezing. 
fendeimess 
Tenderness of the pectoralis aajor mxscle was determined 
by two methodSj, a subjective one, consisting of the ratings 
of four Judges, and an objective measurement of the force in 
pounds required to shear the Miscle# In the case of the 
pectoralis secundus muscle only the subjective test of 
Judges* scores was used. 
After freezing, all halves of roasters and fowl, were 
defrosted for a 24-hour period in the refrigerator before 
cooking, Inzyaes are not destroyed during freezing# It is 
possible that part of the tenderizing effect for the frozen 
halves was due to the action of enzymes during the defrosting 
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p®rio<l« All studies in this latooratory indicate the rapid 
increase in teadeamesa during aging for the first three hour# 
poet mortem. Iven when the oareasa is chilled rapidly, there 
is a rapid tenderizing with aging during the first three 
hours. As the frezen halws of the birds defrosted, an 
opportunity was offered for tenderizing action toy the enzymes» 
Henee in the following dlseusslon the tenderizing of frozen 
halves is attributed to the freezing and the defrosting prior 
to cooking. I&is treatment Is referred to as the freezing-
thawing treatment. 
Peetoralls major aaigole of fresh oontrol halves of 
ehielcena. fhe avemge tenderness seores for the peetoralls 
major mmsele of the halves of all the chickens are shown in 
fahle S. fhe variation in tenderness between roasters and 
fowl was so great that it seeaed advisable to pi^ sent the 
aean tenderness seores of roasters end of fowl separately#' 
A comparison of the tenderness of the peetoralls major aausele 
of the halves of roasters as deterained by shear force and 
tenderness seores is showi in Figure 10. 
the average seores for the fresh control roasters aged 
30 ralnutes before cooking was 4»Sj the average shearing 
force was 17.1 pounds, fhe tenderness decreased at the one-
hour aging period, but then increased rapidly with aging to 
six hours, as is shoim graphically by both the scores and 
the shear force in Wi^ ve 10- this r&pM increase in 
Mi­
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tsndemesa up to & certain aging pericwS and then a gradual 
leveling off ccaiflras the work of Bsmson {1941) on tenderaesa 
of toroilera, of Stewart, Lowe, Harrison and MeKeegan (1945) 
on fowl and of Lowe et al> (194§) on roasters# Lowe et al« 
(1946) called attention to the fact that an average score of 
8 was reached for the pectoralis laajor rauscle of hrollers in 
three hours, of roasters in 12 hours, and of fowl in 48 hours 
of aging. In the present studj an average score of 8«,6 was 
reached for the pectoralis aajor or roasters in six hours 
and for the fowl a score of 8.1 in 24 hours of aging* 
fhe tenderness scores for the fresh control halves of 
both roasters and fowl follow the shear force curve? see 
Figures 10 and 11. A study of the data for individual birds 
in fables A and B of the appendix reveals the wide variation 
frc»a bird to bird in the same aging period, fhe histological 
study also shows there is considerable variation between 
bli^ s aged the same period in the onset and resolution of 
rigor and the amount of disintegration of the muscle fibers. 
It is interesting, therefore, that in spite of the variation 
from bird to bird, there is a consistent increase in the 
average tendeimess scores with increase in aging time. 
The tenderness scores for the fresh control halves of 
fowl follow essentially the saae pattern as those for the 
roasters, the differences being merely of degree. Since 
the fowl were tougher than the roasters. Minus scores were 
11 
uaed* fliua the average tendemess score for the fresh con-
troX halves of fowl aged SO minutes was -S.3; the shearing 
force was 29.5 pounds. See Figure 11. there was a slight 
decrease la tenderness at the two-hour aging period, fhe 
average shear force for the freth control halves of fowl 
aged one hour was 2S»9 pounds, with the score 0»5, but the 
shear force for the two-hour aged group increased to 26.0, 
with the score 0.4. Stewart, Lowe, Harrleon and MeKeegan 
C1945) found a siwilar decrease la tenderness of fowl after 
three hours of aging. 11th the exception of s slight de­
crease in tenderness at the two-hour aging period, there was 
a rapid Increase In tenderness of the fresh control halves 
of fowl up to 24 hours of aging. The tenderness score after 
24 hours of aging was 8,1, the shear force 7.1 pounds. 
Stewart, Lowe, Harrlsim and Meleegan reported a similar 
score of 8«1 for fowl, but after 48 hours of aging. 
Pectoral is ffiajor laascle of frozen halves of chickens. 
fhe tenderness curves for the halves of roaster# frozen at 
0®F. and -30%. present an entirely different picture from 
that of the controls (Figure 10). There is little variation 
in tenderness with increase in aging tljae. A comparison of 
the curves for the fresh control halves of roasters (upper 
graph, Figure 10) and those for the halves frozen at 0®F. 
(lower left graph. Figure 10) shows that after aging 30 
minutes the tenderness of the forser was rated 4.6, the 
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latter 9.1, an inereas® of 4.5 point® in tenderness seorej 
the shear force deereasei 13*8 pounds, fhe inerease in 
tenderness in the one- and two-hour aging periods was 
equally great. For example, at the two-hour aging period 
the tendemeas score for the fresh control halves of roasters 
was 2.8, for th© halves frozen at 0®F., 8.7; an Increase of 
5.9 points in tenderness seore due to the freesing-th«wing 
treatment. At six and 24 hours of aging, however, the 
inerease in tenderness resulting fr» aging, as indicated 
by the scores for the fresh control halves (8.6 at six hours 
and at 24 hours of aging) was not further increased toy 
the freezing-thawing treatment {8»8 and 8.9). Apparently 
the auscle had £«ached its aaxiaiua tenderness before freeuing. 
fhe tenderaess scores for the halves of roasters frozen 
at -SO®F. followed a pattern similar to that of th© halves 
frozen at 0%., as shown by th© shear foroe and tenderness 
scores (lower right gmph. Figure 10). At the two- and six-
hour aging periods there was a slight decrease in tenderness 
of the halves frozen at •50®F., but th© tenderness increased 
again in the 24-hour aged group. Since th© tenderness scores 
for the fresh control halves of roasters aged short periods 
of tiae were low (4.6, 2.7 and 2#8 for the 30-alnute, one-
hour and two-hour aging periods respectively) th© increase 
to scores of 8.3, 8.8 and 7#7 for the frozen halves for the 
saae aging periods indicated aarked increase in tenderness. 
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For longer aging periods a similar inereas© was not found. 
The average score for tb® fresfe eontrol halves after six 
hours of aging waa 8#6, for the halves frozen at -30®F., 7#1; 
the fresh eontrol halves aged 14 homrs received a score of 
9*5, whereas the frozen halves aged 24 howrs were rated 9.0, 
fhe freezing-thawing also Increased the tenderaeas of 
the peetoralis laajor jauacle of the halves of fowl as indi­
cated ia Figure 11• fhe greatest increase was in the group 
aged SO Minutes then frozen at 0®F., which had a tenderness 
score of 7#7, an increase of 10 points above the fresh 
control for the same aging periodj the shear force decreased 
frcm 29.5 to 7»4 pounds, fhe fowl aged 30 Minutes and 
frosen at -0O®P. showed an Increase in tenderness of about 
the aaiae Magnitude with an increase of 9.6 in score and a 
decrease in shear force fro® to 7«& poiuids. Up to the 
six-hour aging period, the freeaing-thawing treatment 
increased the tenderness of the halves of fowl frozen at 
both temperatures above the scores for the paired fresh 
control halves» fhe halves of fowl aged 24 hours and then 
frozen had tenderness scores that were lower (6*4 for 0°F. 
and 7«0 for -30®F.) than the score of 8#1 for the paired 
fresh control halves also aged 24 hours. 4 possible explana­
tion is that the inju^  to the mscle fibers due to freezing 
plus the mnmsvm action during thawing does not tenderize the 
chiclcen to the aaae extent as the disintegration resulting 
fro® aging alone. 
•rs -
fh« effect of aging and aging plus freezing-thawing 
on the tendemesa of the pectoral is musel® of roasters and 
fowl is presented in a bar graph. Figure 12. An examination 
of these graphs shows that there is an over-all increase in 
tenderness due to aging of the fresh control halves of both 
roasters and fowl, fhe aore tender the chickens the higher 
the coluBJns representing the fudges scores and the lower the 
shear test, value colusn in Figure 12, Freezing at 0®F, and 
•gO®P. followed by thawing at S9*B®F. {24 hours) definitely 
increased the tenderness of the halves of all birds over 
those of the fresh controls except the birds aged 24 hours. 
In other words, apparently freeilng-thawing tenderizes 
poultry aged short periods of tSae, but the tenderizing 
effect diitlnlshes with increased aging up to six hours, and 
with ripening for 24 hours the effect of aging is as great 
if not greater* 
Feet oral is secundus# the average tendewiess scores for 
th© pectoralis secundus ousel# ©f the halves of roasters and 
fowl aged varlms periods of time before freezing or eooking 
are given in Table 1 and shown in the ^ r graph. Figure 15. 
fhe tenderness scores and hence the height of the coluams 
indicate that the pectoralls secundus Muscles of the freah 
control halves of both fowl and roasters were never so tough 
as the pectoralls mjorj see Figure 13. However, the 
tenderizing of the pectoralls secundus muscle of the fresh 
?6 -
Table 7. The average i©or®s for the peetoralls 
seemdiia amscl® of tfe® breast of hal¥«» of 
roasters and fowl ag®<3 various p®rlo«l8 of time 
befor® cooking ©r freezing. 









Boaster 6.4 9.3 9.0 
Fowl 1.1 7.7 6.6 
Avermg® 3.7 8.7 8.1 
1-hour aging 
loaster @•1 8.5 8.5 
Fowl 5*6 @.S 5.9 
Avei^ g® 4.9 7.6 7.6 
2»hour aging 
Roaster &«8 8.0 8.7 
Fowl 4,5 5.7 5.4 
Average 5.1 7.2 7.6 
6-hour aging 
Eoaster 9.0 9.5 8.8 
Fowl 6.6 6.4 7.9 
Average 7.8 8.2 8.4 
24-hour aging 
Hoaster 8.8 8.8 7.6 
Fowl 8.1 8.S 7.7 
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Pig. 12, Tenderness scores and shear force values of the 
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Roasters- Pectoralis Major, Fowl- Pectoralis Major. 
Hour I Hour 2 Hours 6 Hours 24 Hours ~ Hour 
Time Aged. 
Hour 2 Hours 6 Hours 24 Hours 
mg# ia« th» tni %h» 
* fg -
e<mtFOl iialv«8 of tootli roastei^  «i<3 fowl followed a pattern 
sJallar to that of the peotoralii major aaeele. the teader-
aoss of th# peotoralia seeaaSaii sweele of the freeh control 
halves of fowl showed a rapli laerease with aglag *ip to E4 
hours, hiit the roaster halves showed a alight decrease from 
50 ffiiiQiitsff to two hours of aging and the» a large laerease 
in tenderness mp to six hoars of aging# 
Siaee th© avei^ ge ssores for the fresh coatrol halves 
were higher for the peetojmlls aeoaadms than for the peeto-
ralis major, the increase la teademess due to the free«ing-
thawing treatment was not quite to startling. However, the 
effeet of the two freeslng t@«peratmrea and the defrosting 
prior to eookiag on the tei^ emess of the peetoralls seeondtis 
auscle of the frosen halves followed th# aa»e pattern as with 
the peetoralls mjor misole* Both amseles show an inorease 
la tenderness due to the freeslng-thawing treatment at 
shorter aging perloda, and very little if any Inerease in 
tenderaess after 24 hours of aging* 
the Insults of the present study Indieate that, when 
birds aged two hours and then frosen are compared with 
paired halves of freah eontrols aged two hours, there Is an 
Inerease in tenderness due to the freesing-thawing treatment. 
For ejmuiple, when th® ooaparlson is made between the seore of 
7.7, for the halves of roasters aged two hours and then frosen 
at -30®F., and 2,®, the seore for the fresh control halves 
aged a sMllar period of tiae, then the effect of freezing-
- 80 
thawing la very evident. But, If the tenderness score for 
th© peotoralls iMiJor maele of the halves of roaster# aged 
two hours and frozen at were citmpared with the 
score for the freah ©patrol aged 24 hours (©.S), there 
would he no tenderizing effect. 
Stewart, amson, Low® and Austin C194§) reported that 
the three freezing rates used (•90®, •50® and -5°F.) did not 
produce deteetahle dlfferenoea in the tenderaeas of hroilera 
held two and 18 hours before freezing, eojapared to fresh 
eontrols aged 24 hours. Wills (1946) reported tMt fryers 
e-siscerated and frozen within three hours after killing were 
less tender than similar frjers held S4 to 48 hours before 
evlsceimting and freesslng. 
An examlnatitMi of the tendemess soores for individual 
birds given in tables A and B In the Appendix shows that 
there la a wide variation In the amount of tenderlaing due to 
freezing-thawlng tm the p«air®d halves of birds aged the sa»e 
length of tl»e. Thm individual variation between birds shows 
how important it is to use paired halves in a study on 
tenderness. Even with this wide variation between birds, 
the averages of the tendeKsesf scores of th® ousoles of the 
frozen imlves of th® birds aged short periods of time show 
a hi^ f^ significant Increase In tenderness 'due'to the • 
f"reezing«-thawlng treatment* • Bee- fable 8» 
« 81 * 
Tabid 8. Average tenderness seores and average shear foree 
for the peetoralls Major raieele of roastera and 
fowl aged various periods of time before freezing 
and ooolcing. 




 at -30®F. 
of Shear Tenderness Shear Tenderness Shear fendemess 
aging fore® seore force score force score 
ilbs* b^s # i^ s. 
Roasters 
30 min. 17.1 4.6 4.3 9.1 5.0 8.3 
1 hr. 19.4 2.7 S.8 7.7 4.8 8.8 
2 hrs. 20.5 2.8 5.3 8,7 6.2 7.7 
6 hrs# 7.4 S.6 4.6 8.8 6.5 7.1 
84 hra. 5.6 t.3 4.7 8.9 5.5 9.0 
Fowl 
30 aln. 29.3 -2.3 7.4 7.7 7.5 7.3 
1 hr. 23.9 0.8 B..3 6.0 10.9 7.1 
2 hrs* 26.0 0.4 8,9 6.8 10.1 8.0 
6 hrs» 14.4 4.7 8.3 7.0 8.2 6.6 






30 ain* 22.0 1.2 S.9 8.6 6.3 8.0 
1 hr. 21.7 1.6 7.1 7.2 7.6 8.2 
2 hrs. 23.3 1.6 7.1 8.0 8.2 7.8 
6 hrs. 10.9 6.6 6.S 8.2 7.5 7.0 
24 hrs. 6.4 8.7 6*9 8.3 6.1 8.2 
- 8g * 
To detemin® whether the differences in mean tenderness 
scores for the pectoralis raajor uuscle of the halves of 
roasters and fowl were due to the freezing-thawing treatment, 
freezing temperature or to other faetors, such as variation 
in the birds or variation between judges, an analysis of 
variance was made. 
Tahle Analysis of variance of tenderness scores of halves 
of roasters and fowl aged various periods of time 
hefor® cooking or freezing 





FreejElng teaperature 1 2 *81 2. 81 
Aging 4 775 .18 193. 80«« 
Freezing temperature x aging 4 77 •88 19. 47 
Age of birds 1 396 .05 396. 05^  
Freezing temperature x age of 
birds 1 5 .00 5. 00 
Age of birds x aging 4 44 .76 11. 19 
Fi^ exiag teajperatare x aging x 
age of birds 4 98 .51 24. 58 
Chickens treated alike Cerror a) 20' 231 .50 11. 57 
Presh vs. treated 1 1058 .51 1058. 51«« 
3t freezing tempemture 1 1 .02 1. 02 
F X aging 4 694 • 55 173. 64«« 
P X freezing temperature x aging •4 60 .04 15. 01 
F X age of birds 1 61 .25 61. 25« 
P X freezing temperature x age 1 12 .80 12. 80 
F X aging X age of bird® 4 88 .31 22. 08 
P X freezing temperature x'aging 
•27 X age of birds 4 129 32. 32 
F X chickens treated alike 20 258 .75 12. 94 
Cerror h) 
i F s fresh vs. treated. 
# s significant. 
z highly 8l@ilfleant. 
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fhe result# of this analysis confirmed what has he«n 
stated previously# fh® diff«r®nc®® in t0iid®ra«8S scores du® 
to th® ©ffeet of freeziag-thawlug were highly significant, 
fh© differences in the means of tenderness scores for the 
halves frozen at 0® and «SO®F. were not significant. 'Iina® 
differences in tendenaess between the roasters and fowl were 
highly significant.- fhe effect of aging on tenderness was 
highly significant foi* th© fresh control halves of chicken, 
these points ar® illust'rated graphically In Figures 10, 11, 
12 and 13. When the Judges* score mans were Introduced as 
an added component, th© results of th© analysis were the same. 
fhe« was a variation in the Judges* scores, but they were 
agreed on the factors affecting tende«ieas. The variation 
between judge# was in the degree or amount of tenderizing. 
Effect of outtiny th® auscle on tenderness. In cutting 
the birds in half it was necessary to cut the breast muscle 
on one side of the keel bone. This meant that one half of 
the bird bad no keel bone and a cut breast muscle and the 
other half had th© keel bone and the muscle was Intact, The 
treatment given the cut side was alternated so any effect of 
cutting would be equalized# In the part of the study in 
which only one half of the bird was frosen and the other half 
was used as a fresh control, approxl»ately half of the birds 
used as fresh controls were the cut sides of the bird and an 
equal number of cut sides were frozen# To detenalne the 
effect of cutting on the tenderness, the tenderness scores 
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tor the cut and ancut sides ware av®i^ g®d separmtelj* It is 
int®r«stiiig to not© that tfe® av«rag« tenderness scores for 
th® out sides of the birds are generallj lower than for the 
uneut sides for both the fresh eontrols and the frosen halves. 
See Table 10. 
fable 10, Average tenderness scores for th® cut^  and unciat 
pectoralis aajor auBole of the breast of halves 
of bijr^ s. {Cut and uncut sides not froaa same bird.) 
Fresh control^  Frogen (0°F.)^  Frozen (>30%.)^  
Aging tJnemt Cut 0neut Cut Uneut 
period side side side side side side 
SO min. -0.1 @*5 •7.? 8.5 7.1 8.8 
1 hour 0.7 g.S 0.8 7.0^  7.6 8.3 
2 hours 0.3 2,8 S.9 8.2 7.8 8.4 
6 hours 8.0 5.8 7.3 8#3 6.8 7.7 
24 hours 8.3 8.8 7.f 8.4 6.3^  
T^he eut side of the bird does not contain the keel bone. 
%ve3mge of 4 halves of birds. 
%verage of 2 halves of birds 
Q^nlj one half of bird. 
in the part of the study in which both halves of the 
birds were frozen, the cut side of the bird was always frozen 
at -30®F. fhe tenderness scores for the grotip of ten roasters 
in whioh both sides of the bird were frozen (the cut side at 
-SO®F» and the uneut side at 0®P.) are shown in fable 11. 
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fabl® 11. fh« average tenderness icores for two halves of 
th® ssffl# hird, th« cMt sld® frozen at •30®F. and 
th© lanout aid® frozen at 0®F« 
freat®ent !©• of Aging periods halves 
'I hr. 1 'hr. 2 hrs. 6 hrs. 24 hrs. 
Frozen at 
uneut side^  2 9.J 9,2 9.1 9.4 8.8 
Frozen at -50®?, 
cut side 2 8.1 8.8 7.7 6.5 8.7 
h^« unemt aid® ec«itallied the keel hone. 
fhe data ia Table 11 indleate that the uncut sides of the 
bird {frozen at 0®P«) are tenderer than the eut aides {frozen 
at -30®F.). In spite of the faet that an analysis of variance 
(see Table 1 in the Appendix) indieates the dlfferenees in 
tenderness seores of halves of eut v£. uneut sides or freez­
ing at 0®F. vs. •SO®F- mm highly significant, the data are 
presented only for a reeord. After further work their 
validity may be questismed» 
There were only two replications for each aging period, 
and bird variation is great. Through a mistake in plans, the 
uncut sides were all frozen at 0®F,, whereas they should have 
been frozen at both 0® and As has been indicated 
previously, there was a longer time during the precooling 
period for autolysis to occur in the halves frosten at 0® than 
for those frozen at -50®F, low long the halves were de­
frosted befoj^  the end of the 84-hour refrigerator storage 
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(b) 
for  thawing is not known* Pr#sii«bly, tli® halves at -30®?., 
since they were colier than those at 0®F., would take longer 
to defrost, fhe last point to consider is tbat the effect • 
•of cutting ©f the muscle upon the tenderness, of the inuaele 
.should decrease with longer aging of the halves, fhe differ­
ences in scores for the uncut and cut sides after one-half, 
one, two, six and 24 hour® of aging are I#6, 0.6, 1.4, 5.1, 
and 0*1, respectively. If the one-half and 24-hour aged 
groups are not included, the difference in scores hecomes 
greater with longer aging^ » 
For freezing one-half hour after killing, the birds were 
cut in halves 15 Minutes after killing. For the remaining 
a.ged-groups the dlvlsl@a of the bird Into halves was one-half 
hour before freezing# Frevious work in this laboratory has 
indicated that waiting an hour after killing before cutting 
the breast auscles has little effect upon the tenderness of 
the cut auscles. 
On the other hand, the data (fable 10) frcBH different 
birds (one-half used as a fresh control and the other half 
frozen) could be used as an argument that cutting rather 
than freesing caused the differences In tenderness scores. 
For this groui? of halves the difference in tenderness scores 
was not significant, yet the freezing of the cut side was 
randomized be-tween 0® and »50®P. 
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Rat® of fpeesing 
Th© drop in tamperatttr® oeeiirring during the fi«e«ing 
of each of the birds was measured by a reeording Leeds and 
Horthrup WLQT&mxm fh® ©onstantan-copper thermocouple, 
plaeed in th© thigh of each half of bird before wrapping for 
freezing, was attached to a set of poles in the room in 
which the bird was placed for fj^ ezlmg*. fhe poles wei^  
connected to the Mlcroaax and the temperature was automatic­
ally recorded every six ainutes on a moving roll of paper 
calibrated in degrees Fahrenheit. Freezing oujfwes were made 
frca® ttese detailed data* 
fhere are many factors which affect the time for cooling 
or the rate of freezing. According to Stiles <1922) such 
factors as the^ nal conductivity, specific heat, latent heat, 
specific surface and the nature of th© surface would be 
included under internal factors which depend on the nature 
of the cooled product* In this study th© initial temperature 
and weight of the bird were recorded and related to the time 
required for both precoollng and freezing. However, factors 
such as the shape of the bird, which would affect the sur­
face volume r&tlQ, and th© content and distribution of 
moisture and fat in th© carcass cannot be measured with 
sufficient precision to detemine their influence em the 
cooling rate. 
m -
la addition th®r® ar© a number of other factors whloh 
affect the rate of fx^ ezlng of poultry at any given tempera-
tnre, fhe freezing imte may be Inoreated by 1) using 
packaging materials with low Insulating value, 2) preventing 
air posketa within the package, 3) using methods which 
accelerate the transfer of heat, such as contact with metal, 
air blast or lin®ersl<m in brine, and 4} reducing the size or 
thickness of the product or removing any excess fat. With 
these factors in alnd, the procedure was standardized to 
control as many of these factors as possible, fhus, the same 
packaging aaterlal, a pliofilm bag was used for all birds. 
Before tying the bag, the sides of the bag were pressed 
against the halves of bla?ds to eliminate air poekets* fhe 
birds were out in half and placed cut side down cm a metal 
shelf in the freezing roew, so the heat was absorbed by the 
metal surface and the air» 
With the opportunity for wide variation in all these 
factors, especially the variation fro® bird to bird, it is 
surprising that the curves for individual birds were as such 
alike as they mmm* fhe fremlng curves for the individual 
halves of roasters frozen at 0® and -SO^ F. for the five aging 
periods are shown in Figures 14 and 15. fhe freezing curves 
for the individual halves of fowl frozen at 0® and -50®P. 
for the five aging periods are presented In Figures 16 and 
17. fhe temperature was recorded every six minutes by the 
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Fig. 14. Freezing curves for inrlividual halves of roasters 
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Mloromax and th® curves were made using all the points. The 
striking thing about these curves is th® slaillarity between 
the freezing curves for the halves of different birds aged 
the same length of time and frozen at the same temperature, 
especially considering the large number of uncontrollable 
factors. Another outstanding feature is the difference 
between the curves for the two freezing temperatures at the 
same aging period. Obviously the birds froisen at 0®F. took 
longer to reach 10®P. tMn the birds frozen at -SO®P. The 
thenaal arrest (flat part ©f the curve) is longer for the 
higher freezing temperature• Also there is an interesting 
difference in the thermal arrest in the freezing curves of 
birds frozen at the same temperature but aged different 
lengths of time. Chickens aged six and 24 hours required 
less time to freeze than those aged SO minutes, one hour and 
two hours. 
Average curves for all birds aged the same period of 
time and frozen at the same temperature were constructed by 
calculating th© average temperature for the birds receiving 
the same aging and freezing treatment at 12-mlnute intervals, 
fhe freezing curves for tM halves of chickens frozen at 
-^ 0®P, are shown in Figure-18. fhere is a noticeable differ­
ence between the chickens aged SO minutes, one hour and two 
hours, and those aged six and E4 hours and frozen at -SO®F. 
the freezing curves for the halves of chickens frozen at 0®F. 
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fh® data for th® hal¥®0 of roasters and fowl frozen at 
-SO®F. after aging for various periods of tiae are presented 
in fable 12| similar data for the halves frosen at 0®P. 
after the five aging periods are shown in fable 13. fhese 
data bring out some very interesting faots and emphaelsMi the 
effect of weight, initial temperature, and aging on the 
total cooling time. An esasiiaination of the initial tempera­
ture and the cooling period shows that as the initial 
temperature decreases the ti»® required for cooling decreases, 
fhis is to be expected. 
A co®parl8«B of the avenge time required for the 
temperature to drop fro® iS® to 10®F. for both the roasters 
and fowl for all aging periods reveals that the fowl frozen 
at -30® and 0®F. took less tlsoae than the roasters. As noted 
before, the fowl weired less than the roasters, which would 
explain the shorter cooling tiae although other factor# 
probably would influence lt» 
Another comparison is between th© time of freezing at 
the two temperatures, fhls Inforraation was calculated on 
the basis of the average tlw8 required by all the birds to 
drop fro® 28® to 10°F» at each temperature. An average of 
approximately three hours, 24 minutes, was requl3E»ed to cool 
from 28® to 0®F« for all the halves of chicken frozen at 
-SO®F. fMs would be a cooling rate of approximately 5.5®P. 
per hour. In the case of the chlekens frozen at 0®F., it 
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fabl® 12» Freezing data for balnea of roasters and fowl 
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@BS. OF. fetirs • ain. hrs. in in* firs. min. 
30 minutes 
Roasters 954.0 69 1. 54 5 36 3 42 
Fowl §93.0 67 1 30 4 30 3 00 
Average 833,6 68 1 42 5 3 3 21 
1 hoiir 
Roasters 817*8 65 1 24 4 42 3 18 
Fowl 74S.0 66 1 30 5 00 3 30 
Average 793.5 65.5 1 27 4 51 3 24 
2 hours 
Roast®rs 822,3 55 1 18 5 18 4 00 
Fowl 793.5 61 1 24 4 18 2 54 
A'?erage 812,7 58 1 21 4 48 3 27 
6 hours 
Eoaaters 912.8 45 42 3 42 3 00 
Fowl 543.0 48 54 3 30 2 36 
Average 789.5 46.5 48 3 36 2 48 
24 hours 
Soastei^  887.5 40 36 4 00 3 24 
Fowl 615.5 42 42 3 54 3 12 
Avera^  796.8 41 39 3 57 3 18 
m -
Table IS* Freezing data for halves of roasters and fowl 

















lO^ F^  
s^« w: &S, min. min. iars. min. 
50 minutes 
Roasters 904.0 71 2 SO 12 00 9 50 
Fowl 659.0 65 2 00 10 56 8 56 
Average 822. S 68 2 15 11 18 9 5 
1 faomr 
Roasters 968«5 62 1 48 11 24 9 56 
Fowl 620,0 61 1 50 9 00 7 50 
Average 852. S 61.5 1 59 10 12 8 55 
2 hours 
Roasters 983.5 55 1 50 11 48 10 18 
Fowl 62i.0 62 1 42 9 48 8 6 
Avei^ ge 857.5 58.6 1 56 10 48 9 12 
6 hours 
Roasters 922.5 41 54 10 00 9 6 
Fowl 576.5 42 1 6 9 24 8 18 
Avemge 807.0 41.5 1 00 9 42 8 42 
24 hours 
Roasters 951.5 40 48 9 12 8 24 
Fowl 701.5 59 54 8 12 7 18 
Average 868.0 59.5 51 8 42 7 51 
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tQok eight hours amd 40 min«t«a for th® temperature to drop 
from 28® to 10®F# fhis would h© an average oooling rate of 
approxiiaately 2«1®F. per hour, or lesa than one-half the 
rate at -SO®F. Although tlto data are not eoffiparable, it is 
interesting to note that Bradj et al* (1942) reported a 
cooling rate of for steaks 0.6 inch in thieknesa 
frosen at Q®P* and a ©ooliag mte of S»5®F» for steaks frozen 
at -1&®P. 
Quick v». faat freezing 
mmmmmmMtmm' mmmm mmmmmmmm wrnrnmrnmimmmmmmmmaim 
the terras fast freezing and slow freezing haw been used 
vaguely and have no definite meaning, loran (1932) states 
that jaeat is quick froisen if it is chilled through the 
temperature rang© of 41*^  to 23®F. in tme-half hour or less, 
fhe range of 41® to 2S®F# was chosen because at the latter 
temperature 82 per cent of the water in wisele la frozen. 
Quick freesing is defined by Poole (1935) as freezing by any 
method in which the M®at is chilled through the temperature 
range SI® to 25®F- in 2S slnutes^  He states that in 1925 
Plank reported that between the temperatuinfts of 31® and 25®P. 
approxiiaately 75 per cent of th© total water content is 
frozen, and this temperature range was termed "the zone of 
mBiXimm crystal foKaati€aa." In the sone of crystal foziaation 
the latent heat which must be absorbed frca a given area of 
meat during the solidifying of most of the liquids is greater 
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than at any other time in th® freezing; henee the curve 
tends to flatten out, especially in slow freezing. Frobably 
in this zone the large crystal® may be fomedj hence if the 
poultry passe# through the crystal-fomatIon aone vnpMlj, 
the ice crystals foined nay toe less destruetive. For beef 
the zone of crystal foiroatim is frora SI® to 25®F. the data 
obtained in this study indleate that this "zone of maximuai 
crystal for®fttion® is lower for poultry, trm 26® to 20®F. 
approximately. 
Studies have shown that eaeh food product has its own 
typical freezing eunre. Many factoid way Influence the time 
required for freezing* Short and Bartlett (1944) have pub­
lished soae intei^ sting results of a study on the speclfle 
heat of foodstuffs* Of th© IS foodstuffs studied, they report 
that the initial freesIng point »ay vary froo 24.5® for grapes 
to S1.6® for eggs, whereas ccmplete freezing occurs between 
•20 and -40®F. .Other factors^ than the.per cent of• water 
determine the Initial freeslng point* For example, beef with 
71.& -per-, cent water has the same •initial fre.ealng point of 
51 •S®?. as fresh hm with 52 per cent water. They also 
point out that in 'the frozen region,, the sugar or salt or 
starch content of the subatanoe has an appreciable effect on 
the freezing rang® and hence will cause a large variation in 
the region between the initial and final freezing points of 
the substances. In the present study the data indicate t^ mt 
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th© Initial fresEing point for chicken is 2S»5®P» 
OiiBois, Tressler and Ponton (1942) in a study @f th© 
effect of th© rat® of freezing on th® quality of frozen poul­
try show curves Indicating th® imt©« of drop in temperature 
taken in th® thi^  of five-pound roasting chickens in air 
hlast and still air at different temperatures and in Birdseye 
plate froster# fhey report a total time of approxioately 
four hours required for the temperature to drop frc® the 
initial temperature to 10®F. when frozen by the double 
contact method in a Bii^ seye sultiplate frosterj approxi­
mately 10 hours was required for th© same temperature drop 
when the chickens were frozen at 25®F» in still air. In the 
present study, four hours and 40 minutes were required for a 
similar drop in temperature (55® to 10°F.) for halves of 
chickens frosen at -SO®F« in atill air in contact with a 
metal shelf, and 10 hours and five minutes for those frozen 
at 0®F. the variation between the two studies can be 
accounted for in part by th© difference in th© sis© of the 
frossen product, whole birds vs» halves of birds. However, 
other factors wentloned previously would affect the rate of 
freezing as well as th© freezing teaperature. This would 
help to elialnate sOTie of the confusion that now exists in 
the literature between the effects of slow and fast freezing. 
fhawinj^  
Any study on the ©ffeet of freealng on tissues of 
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necessity includes tMwing if the f inal results are judged 
on the cooked product« The rate of thawing can be varied by-
vary lag the temperature at which t^ e food is thawed, which 
would in turn vary the length of time required for defrosting 
and hence the period during which enzy»e activity could occur. 
In this study the thawing was aeccmplished at 39,2®F* {4®C.) 
for a period of 24 hours. Some enzyme aeticm would occur 
but ffluch leas than at hi^ er tewperaturea# Smorodintsev and 
lilEolaeva (1945) reported tlmt in cow muscle incubated for 
24 hours the peptidase activity was increased 2§ per cent at 
S7,4®F. and 140 per cent at 98.S®F. 
Defrosting poultry in the oven would increase the rate 
of thawing, but would it affect the tenderness of birds 
frozen only 24 hours? this might be an interesting sequel 
to this study, fo test this in a preliminary fashion, one 
bird was out in half and both sides were fromen» After 24 
hours one half was cooked and the other half defrosted in 
the refrigerator for 24 hours and then cooked. Of course, 
no conclusions can be drawn, but it is interesting to note 
that the half defrosted in the oven was rated 8,0 in tender­
ness by the judges' scores and required 5«8 pounds shear 
force, whereas the half defrosted in the refrigerator was 
rated 9.5 for tendewiess score and needed 6.3 pounds shear 
force. In this Instance the Judges scores and the shear 
force values did not correlate, loffert (1947) studied the 
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effeota ©f defrosting metbods on paired halves of frozen and 
stored roasters. She reported that th© defrosting treatments, 
thawing at ro<m temperature, in th© oven and in the refrig­
erator did not appro®iahly affeet th© palatability scores. 
Eistologloal Studies 
Hlstolo^ ioal saaples 
Samples for the histologioal studies of the pectoralis 
major B»ascle of ©aoh half of Mrd were obtained as follows: 
1) from th© fresh half of th« bird to be oooked and from the 
half to be frozen, 2) froa the cooked fresh ccmtrol half, 
3) from the frozen uneooked half of bird, and 4) from the 
frozen-thawed half of bird after eooking. After the birds 
were cut in half, a satall saapl© of tissue was removed from 
the pectoralis msel© about on© inch anterior to the 
sternal crest of both halves of the bird, fhe sample fro® 
the frozen half was sawed out inaedlately after removing the 
chioken froa the freezer, fhe tissue was taken from a spot 
eorresponding as near as possible to th© plao© frcwi which the 
sample had been removed trtm th© other half of th® bird used 
as a fresh control. After cooking, a sample was obtained 
fro» each half about one inch posterior to the cut made by 
removing a sample trcm the uncooked ausele. All samples were 
ifflmedlately placed in the fixing solution. This meant that 
th© frozen sample thawed in the fixing solution. 
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Peaoriptive use^  
of th® desorlptiir® terms usod orlgiiMitea In th® 
fooas r®search latooratorf at Iowa Stat® Golle^ j others ar® 
fotmcl In th© literature. 
fartoulenoe as used by Carey (1940) denotes a dlsturbanee 
of the oross stria® caused by a violent shoek and is charac­
terized by a disorganization of the striae. 
EigOT nodes is a familiar term found In th© literature 
to describe a contraction of a muscle in rigor, in the con­
tracted part of th® node the fiber bulges and the cross striae 
are exceedingly close together. In strong contraction, nodes 
are greatly ccmpresaed with homogeneous cytoplasm, fhe 
length of the contracted area varies, fta each side of the 
contracted area is a rarefied area in which th© cross striae 
are much wider than usual or scraetlmes are thrown out of 
alignment. Often the fiber is narrow in this area. 
llgor ridges Is a tem used to describe a very narrow 
area in which the cross striae are condensed. Ctoly a few 
cross strlatlons fom th® rigor ridges instead of many, as 
In the rigor nodes. In seme of the birds the rigor ridges 
often cover all the fibers forming an interesting rhythmic 
pattern, fh® edges of the ridge# are often curved and occur 
rather close together with prominent longitudinal or 
turbulent striae between them. 
fhe tera waves is self-explanatoryj however, the 
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cliaraot«r of th© m&vm differs. SoDietlmes they are deep, 
sometimes shallow, long sjaooth and rolling, or they may b® 
angular at th® bend, short and rath®r closely packed. Fibers 
in th® wm%& my haw klnte and twists. Often all the fibers 
in a certain area way be involved in the waves or the wavy 
pattewi fflay be repeated along a fiber for aome distance. 
Disintegration is the te'ni applied to loss of the 
characteristic structure of ausele fiber protoplasm, in which 
the longitudinal and cross striations are replaced by granu~ 
lar laftterial. If the sareolenaia is not broken, the granular 
substance remins within the fiber. Such a fiber exhibits a 
se^ ental arrangement of granular substance alternating with 
normal protoplasm with striations. Soiaetiaes the sarcoleasBa 
is broken and some or all of the granular aaterial aay have 
exuded, leaving clear spaces in the fiber. 
faouoles is the tera used to denote the saall cavities 
or spaces in the anxscl© fiber which are assumed to indicate 
the spaces formerly occupied by the ice crystals. Indenta­
tion is the ter® applied to the sMll depressions or notches 
« 
along the sides of the muscle fibers which are preatamed to 
result froM the pressure of ice crystals between the fibers. 
Differences between frosen and unfrogen tissues 
Aside from injury to the auscle tissues by fomation of 
ice crystals, which will be discussed later, the frozen 
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iBuscle fibers were usually better differentiated and th© 
cross stria® aor® ©vldent than in the unfrozen muscl©. The 
characteristics of the cooked unfrozen tis.su® are shown in 
the lower pioture, Figur® 20. lot®.the proninenoe of the 
longitudinal stria® and ths small amount of granular material 
along th© ®dg«s of th® fih@rs at the top and bottom of th© 
picture, fh© frozen cooted tlasm® aho«» the -^ aeuoles in the 
fibtrs filled with granular material and the rather prom­
inent cross atrlations (upper plcturo. Figure 20). 
Differences between imeooked and eooked frozen tlasuea 
Th© sections of cooked muscle were cut 15 microns thick 
and the uncooked were 25 aierons thick; however, th© cooked 
sections were raor© opaque, appeared. thicker and were less 
friable than the uncooked sections# fh© fibers, striations 
and vacuoles of th© cooked frozen tissues differed in 
appearance from those of the raw frozen ones. In addition, 
th© cooked tissues were cha.racterl2ed by large amounts of 
granular material. In general, the uncooked tissues Imd mo-r© 
wafes, kinks and twists, than th© cooked tissues. This 
generalization do®s not imply that waves, kinks and twists 
were never found in th© cooked tissues. Some cooked tissues 
were very wavy, but the reverse was true in a majority of 
th© cases. Cooked fibers mer® usually, but not always, 
better differentiated than th© uncooked ones, -Also th© 
JPlg# 20, Vpper ptetum* 6ook®d peetoralis mjor 
maa&l&* 'Fr&sma &t l«hour roaster 21L, 
Cliagnlf leatiooj 07S>x) 
Showing th® r&mx'film- iii'th® fibers filled with 
gmjml&T mterial asd th# rath@r preraiaent cross 
strlatioas. 
Fig* to, Lower pletar®# C©ok®d peetoralis aajor 
iTOScl©. Fr«ah- eonfcrol, I'-hour roaater SIR. 
(Itegiiif loation, §0Ox,) 
lot® th® pTimimmm of th» longitudinal striae ai:^ a 
th® ana 11 mmmmt. of grsnalar amtarial along the 





striations, cross and/or long on®a, wer® frequently more 
distinct in th® cook®<3 tiasues. 
• Qyftnular material. Th© granular a«t®rlal (with a polka 
dot appaarano®) was found In the sections of th® cooked 
tissues. Granular Material was found also in th® vacuoles 
of'th© cooked fibers# It was found between some fibers^ and 
adjoining indentations In th© edges of sooe fibers. It was 
usually more concentmted over or near the connective tissues* 
If the source of the granular material, was gelatin, its 
distribution in aost areas is explained by th© penetrati<Ma of 
the muscle fluids containing gelatin into the crevices. The 
amount of granular jwaterlal varied in the sectltms frcm 
different birds. Soaietia®# the amount was so great that it 
hindered observations of the details of the tissuesi soaie-
times very little granular naterial was present. 
Source of th® .granular material. Because of the distri­
bution of the granular liatorlal In the sections and its 
occurrence in th® cooked, but not in the xmcooked sections, 
th© logical explanation of Its source Is gelatin. It is 
known that the muscle fluids contain gelatin. When the Mus­
cles were cut for scoring, the fluids ooslng from the muscles 
would gel upon cooling* 
• fhe amount of collagen transforaed to gelatin would vary 
with several factors, and this could account for the varying 
amounts of granular laaterial in sections frcaa different birds. 
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Th® &mmn% of collagen transformed to gelatin varies, not 
only with the temperature to whieh the collagenous tissues 
are heated C90»5®C» for interior of thightout also with the 
tias© held at a given teaperatare• fhe aao-unt of gelatin 
produced would vary also with the pH of the muscle tissues 
and with the kind and coneentrations of salts present. It is 
interesting to note that a direet relationship existed between 
cooking tiae and the amount of granular material, fhe amount 
of granular Miterial was greater in birds in whioh the cook­
ing time was prolOTiged ©wing to a flattening of the curve for 
the interior thigh temperature before 19S®F» (90«5®C.) was 
reached* 
If the sarcolesraa reaained Intact and gelatin was the 
<mly source of the granular Material, then the gelatin would 
have to penetrate Into the fiber in order to be found in the 
vacuoles* fhis penetmticsa of the gelatin could toe easily 
acccfflplished if the fiber wall is broken, but less readily 
otherwise* fh© liquid from the iwlted ice crystals must 
contain sows of the plasM. proteins, fhe albumins and 
globulins would be coagulated on heating and thus might be 
a source of the granular mterial. See Figure 21 for 
granular aaterlal Ijn a vacuole* Sote that the vacuole 
stops at the kink in the fiber* 
fhe extent of aging before freezing also seemed to 
affect the a»©uat of granular material found in the sections, 
fhis will be discussed later. 
Flg» 21 • Oooksi p«©t@yall» aftj©!' mmsol®. 
Frozen at -SO^ F.,, SO-fflliiiit® fewl 51.. 
,. Clagnlfleatlon, f7ix| 
»®fc@ th® ¥a©mol® stop® at the kink in th® 




s®¥«ral siBiLll@i» Ic® ©rystals* fibers from birds frozen at 
•17.8'®C. CO®P*:) bad -larger ice crystals •wMoh were located . 
outside and between the fiber#, Inter-fibrillar freezing. 
In intra-fibrlllar freeling the, ice colunais fofraed parallel 
to the long axis of the fiber. The fiber protoplasm was 
displaced to the sides of the fiber so it surrounded the ioo 
colunn. 
• However,: the. procedure used In'the pr®li®lnary investi­
gation was not followed In the experimental study and the 
evidence of the location-of the' ice crystals is baaed upon • 
observation of -the histological longitudinal sections with 
a few cross sections frozen-thawed and frosen-thawed-
cooiced muscles• fhe criteria for the location of the ice 
crystals are the vacuole® and the visible injuries to the 
fibers which reaain in th© thawed tissues. To be valid 
eriteria, the evidence of the location ©f ice crystals should 
not be found la unfroien tissi^ s. facuoles were the best 
evidence of intra-fibrillar freezing and were not found In 
the mfrojsen sections. 
Vacuoles. Vacuoles were observed in the fibers of cross 
sections (Figure 22} and In longitudinal sections (Figures 
21 and 2S). lote th© lack of granular laaterial in the 
coltamar vacuole ©f Figure 23. Usually the vacuoles wei^  
col\aimar in shape; soaetiiies they were bead-like or 
lenticular in shape (Figure 24). As shown in Figure 24, it 
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Fig. 22. Uneooked peotoralls mjor raiiael®. 
Fr©m®a at 0®F.., SO-alnttt# i»©&st«r 1-8L. 
CMagnificati«ai, E2Sx) 
Showiag loeation of vacuoles in ttm fibers. 
Fig. B3. XJaeoo^ i p«otoralis 
Prozea m% -30®F., 30-»iKmt« f©w3L il.# 
Sbowteg vaettol© la to ttneoolce^  frosea-thaawed 
f lb®p. lot® tla« laeij of graatilar' material in 
tli® e0l««iiip vmetaol® aii<3 thm mammw la wMola 
tb® myofibrils Jhftv® '!•«« p«,«b®d a,gaim»t the 
8ia«.® of tfea fib®!*# fto® eross stria® ar® very 
(listia®t« 
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Fig, 24* Oookad-peetoralls Mjor msci®. 
'FWG%%m. at -30®F,^  roaatfti' O-St* 
C»tgnlfieat;l€», 
ShowiBg the to©aa«llk« and l«n.tieular<-0,imp©^ 
va0ttol«s. lot® th© poltea. iot appsarano® of 
the gi?aaul8i' laaterial aaa^ S the prcmineac® of 
thm eroms BtTlmm* Ctmpare wltb Pigur® 26 





is dlffieult to B&j wbethep th© ie® f ormed in short ooliiaais 
or whether th© ie© ooltam asstMaed the alteinating bulging and 
constricted pattern remaining In the fiher, but they were 
probably lenticular in shape, fhe sise or width of the vacu­
oles varied fro® very small openings to spaces one-third, 
one-half or three*fourths the width of the fiber* Sometimes 
there were several small vacuoles in one fiber (Figure 25). 
The length of the ice spaee also varied fro® short vacuoles j 
to columns extending Icaig distances in the fiber, eharabers 
and Bale (19^ ) suggested that the fiber is dehydrated as the 
water ie evidently withdrawn frem the fibers in advance of 
the foming ice aolwrnm fhie results in the ice coluons 
which do not extend the full length of the fiber. 
Attention shmild be celled to the fact thAt the appear­
ance of the size and shape of the vacuole would be partially 
deteiwined by the cutting of the fiber, that is, whether the 
cut was oblique, across a wave or Iclnk, on the edge or in 
the middle of a fiber. 
It was often difficult under low aagnification to deter­
mine whether a vacuole was within a fiber or was a space 
between two fibers# However, when the ends of the vacuole 
were found within a fiber (see lower part of vacuole in 
Figure SSJ this was evidence of th© formation of a vacuole 
by forcing the i^ oflbrlls apart. 
Vacuoles and histological structure. In general, the 
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vacuoles were fmmd la atralglit parts of flTsere, ©specially 
In birds aged a »h©rt period of tl^ . in occasional vacuole 
was found In a wavy fiber, but tills was the exception instead 
of tbe rule, »© vacuoles wei^ i fotmd In fibers with turbulent 
striae or rigor nodes* these observations suggest, although 
further work would be necessary before definite conclusions 
can be drawn, that the histological condition ©r structure 
of the fiber may have some effect on the location of the ice 
crystals. 
Vacuoles In coolKid tissues. Vacuoles were found in the 
fibers of the cooked fro»en tissues far more frequently than 
in those of the thawed, uncooked frozen tissues, Lowe (1947) 
suggests the following explanations 
then ice crystals of the fro«#n uncooked 
tissues aelt, the resulting water way be re­
absorbed by the ausele tissues, fhus the 
cavity forated within the fiber fwm the ice 
a»y practically close when the tissues thaw. 
lowever, s<me vacuoles are observed in the 
thawed uncooked tissues. Bat when poultry is 
cooked fraa 20 to 40 per cent of the initial 
weight May be lost* fhe average for this study 
was about S8 per cent, a large proportion of 
which is water. As the chicken tissues are 
dehydrated during cooking siMoe of this mter 
is changed tO' vapor.. If the sarcoleffiasa of' the 
fiber had not been broken during the freezing, 
th® expansion of this vapor during heating could 
expand and fill th© collapsed cavity foi»@rly 
occupied by ice# Since water, under suitable 
conditiems, in being transforraed into steam may 
increase in volume approximately ISOO times, 
the initial size of the cavity fomed by ice 
»ay even exceed its original size, fhe cooking 
coagulates and sets the fiber protoplasm, so 
th&t th® vacuole msmlna in the cooked, cooled 
tissue* 
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If, In th® expansion of th® stsa® the 
initial alz® of the cavity i® ®xpand®^  and th® 
• B&Tcolmmm bfeak®, aa explanation Is offered for 
the appearane® ©f som® tl»sm«s. la sob® fih®rs 
vaouoi®® ar® fowd withim th® eoolced flb®r, but 
osB® wall of th® fib«-r !»» bur&t# leaving Jagged 
edg®«. 
• •' Taeuolea and striatioo®* Usually th® cross strlatlon 
around th® vaeuol®a wer® v@ry distinct fFigures 2S and 24)# 
Soaetia®8 both longitudinal and erosa stria® wer® evident aa 
in Figures 21 and 25. '• • ' 
Inter-fibrillar fyi®glng« fh© evidences of inter-
flbrlllar freazlng w®r® difficult to d«t®et in th® thawed 
uncoofeed fibers. Apparently th® fibers which had been pushed 
asid® by th® ic® crystala went back to their original position 
when tfe® ice a®lt®d» However, indentations wer® found along 
the sides of fibers which had been frosen and cooked more 
often than in th® unfrozen cooked fibers# fh® lnd®ntation8 
along th® sides of the fitoera frogea at 0%, and th®n thaw«d 
and cooked &m ahown in Figure 06, lot® th® granular 
raaterlal in th® indentations. fh©a® granular-filled inden­
tations varri®d in aiz® and ahap® and oeeurr®d in th® frozen 
tisaues aor® fr®--%tt«ntly than in th® mnfroaen. muscle#. Oeca-
alonally evidonoea of lntra*fIbrlllar freezing wer® found in 
bird® frozen at 0®F., ©specially along th® ®dg«8 of th® 
a®ctlon where freesslng would occur first and mor® rapidly. 
fh® fibers from th® frozen halves of ehlck®n« without 
keel bones, th® cut side, had aor© vacuole® and injury to 
th© fiber® than those from th® uncut side# fh® variation 
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Fig. 25* Cooked peetoralis aajor »u«cl©. 
FPom®n at «SO®F-, 2-h©iar fowl. 
CMagnification, 678x) 
Showing several samll vacmolsa in on® fiber. 
Pig,. 2®, Cooi»-€ pe-ct©rail» auscl®.. 
Froa«n at 0%., SO-miaat# poast®r 0-8H. 
(Magnif lest lea, ^67Sx) 
Shmtng th® indomtatioffii along tfe® aides 
of fibers flllei with •.granulsF aafceFlal. 
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between the amouat of vacuoles occurring 'in Toasters and 
f.owl was' no greater than that oeourrlng between individual 
birds. However, • f-owl frozen at '0%. appeared to have-more 
•fibers with intientations' 'than the roasters frozen at 0°F« 
Effect of a£in^  before free sing on the oh&meteristloa of 
gtisele tlantto 
Fibers« • laves, kinks and S twists were foim<a throughout 
the seotioas -of roasters and fowl in all the aging perio^ da. 
lowever, there were sore wavy fibers, kinks, twiats and 
amcro-waves In the tissues of birds age<3 one and two hours. 
As stated previously, waves were not so eharaeteriatic of 
the Gookea muscle as they were of the uneookefimuscle, but 
s<M»e wavea and kinks were fotind# Zig-sags were observed 
only in the uncoo'ked muscles of birds aged short periods of 
•time. Wavea In fibers of a 'fowl aged 30 minutes and a roaster 
aged one hour are shown in Figure 21m lote in the bird aged 
one hour the waves are deeper and all the fibers in the area 
are involved in the same pattern (Figur®^  27,'-lower picture). 
Kinks and twists can be seen at tii® bend of the waves. In 
Figure Blf upper picture, the waves are not so deep and' not 
all the fibers arS' Involved, as saae of the fibers are 
straight. In -general, as 'aging progressed beymd two hours> 
there wa a tendency for the-fibers to become straighter, 
with fewer twists, kinks, waves and sig*sag contracticms. 
Pig, S7, 0pp®3? plctui^ » Uncooked p@ctoralls 
fflftjor mtiS0l«. FTOZ0n at 0®P., SO-»iimt® fowl ISL. 
(Magnlfieatliai, MOx) 
Showing rather shallow wa-r©® ana straight fibers 
foum<2 in birds aged 30 alautes b®for© freezing. 
Pig. 27, L®w®r pletiar®. ttacooked peotoi^ lia major 
• auaol®. Froasn at «SO®P«, 1-hour roaster 23R. 
{tognlfIcation, SOje) 
Showing deep mmms in which all the fibers of the 
area, are in-volired,, found in bird.a aged one or two 




Stria®* In- th® fibers of birds ag@i 30 mintitea or one 
hour th®?# was a great deal of variation In th® prorainenc© 
of the^  atriatlons. -In soma fibers the longltudliml stria© 
w©r® distinct, in others th® eroaa stria# wer® clear, and 
often both th© cross and longitudinal striae wer® pronounced 
so the fibers looked like cheeked ginghsia. As aging progressed 
the cross striatlons becaiBe Inereaslngly mor® prminent and 
in a greater proportion of the fibers, 
fiarbulont fibers -were observed in soa® of the birds in 
all the aging periods. However, only on© bird aged 24 hours 
showed this loss of ali^ iaent of cross striatlons. Th® caua® 
of these turbulent fibers is not known, furbulent fibers 
did not exhibit any disintegration or vacuoles# In sa®e 
sections large nuabers of fibers are turbulent. 
Modes* In general, th® 'nuMber of nodes found in th® 
tissues increased as aging progressed. Usually the nodes in 
the birds aged short periods of time were not quite the sa»® 
as th® regular rigor nodes* Sanetlaies they were long or 
sometimes the nodes., wer® short but the fiber did not bulg® 
and very fine cross striae- could b® seen in the contracted 
area, fhe regular rigor nodes with bulging areas and con­
stricted areas on either sid® becaae morm numerous as aging 
progressed. Often these nodes were found along the edg® of 
the sections of tissues, but soaetlHies th«-y covered rather 
larg® areas. Begular rigor nodes ar® shoim in Figure 28. 
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Fig. 28, Co0k©d peetorali# major .wascl®. 
Fr«sb eontrol, 24-lioiii* roasttr 911. 
(Magnification, 340x) 
Shewing rigor nofl«s In fib«r at th® top of the 
piotur©. Kote disintegration between noa«8 
and in the straight flb«rs. 
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A vmrj Intoresfclng pattern ©f rigor rldg«s was found in 
the fibers of four birds aged SO minutes, two birds ag®d one 
hour and on« bird in the two-hour aging period, All the 
fibers in the seetions laade froai four of the birds showed 
rigor ridges, and the other three showed just a few fibers 
involved in, the rigor-pattem. See Flgure^  29* fhe. rigor 
ridges were not evident in the cooked muscle In this study. 
Disintegration* Dlsintegratlcm was evident in the 
rarefied areas of rigor nodes. In the disappearanee of 
strlations (which were replaced by granular material in 
cooked tissues) over an area of a fiber or in actual fissures 
in the fibers separating the» into short segments• The 
amount of dlsintegratlcm varied greatly frcM bird to bird, 
but was extensive in some birds of eaeh a^  group. This 
extensive disintegration was not found in the fibers of the 
peotoralis sajor (the ausele used in histological seetions 
for microscopic observation in the present study) of the 
unfrosen halves of birds after aging SO minutes and one and 
two hours before cooking* lelther was extensive disintegra­
tion found in the fiber® of the peetoralls »aJor of broilers 
aged less than three hours before cooking (jtonson et al, 
1948) nor in fowl aged six hours or less (Stewart, Lowe, 
Harrison and M©Xee,pini, 194S). Since disintegimtlon of the 
muscle is believed to be caused by action of proteolytie 
ensymes, there must have been s«e period of time In which 
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Pig, 29» XIaeook®d p«@toFalls oajor aasele. 
Frozen at -SO®F#, g«-laou3? fowl 451.. 
C*agnifle«tl», ISOx) 
Showing rlg©r rifig® pattern with prominent 
longituflinal or turljulent stria® between th® 
ridges. 
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autoljsla €»«eiirr«d' •feefor® the saapa.«s for hlstologieal 
©xamlRatioa w©3?e removed and plae®fi in th® forffialin aolutlon 
for pr«s@inration» If this period of tia© for enzjm@ action 
oceurrsd, was it long enough for th® mxtmnalve dislntegraticaEi 
to have h9®n brought about? 
Stewart, Baaaoa, Low® and Austin C194S) showed that the 
pectoralis »a3©r amsole of broilers tenderlsed verj rapidly 
with aging prior to cooking* fh® average tenderness score 
after three hours' aging me ©•©• Stewart, Xowe, ifeirrlstm 
and MoKeegan (1945) also showefl that tenderizing of the 
breast aiuacle oceurred rapidly in fowl, but the rate was 
somewhat slower than in broilers. 
fhe samples irm the uncooked bi3Ni were sawed froa the 
frozen earsaas Just before the h»lf bird was placed in the 
refrigerator for thawing# lenee they were placed in the 
fonoalin solution while still frozen# Presusjably enzyme 
action would stop socaa after penetration of the foi^ lin 
into the tissues. ' fhe saaples for • secttoning from'the 
oooked bird were taken' after cooking. During cooking enzyme 
action could- continue at a variable rat® until the enzyae 
was destroyed by heat* It is interesting that the ratings 
for extent of disintegration were, in general, fr<M two to 
fouir times more ®xtensl'«^ e in th« sections froa the cooked 
than in th® uncooked samples frrai the same half carcass. 
Ixamimtlim of th® freezing curves (Figures 10 and 19) 
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shows that a longer interval ©lapsed between th® tim© the 
half blr<S-*as placed In the freezer and the beginning of 
freezing for the eareasses aged tii® shorter periods of tiae 
than for .-those age^ 'the longer • periods• Thm for the Imlvea 
frozen-at' 0%. about two hours elapsed before the beginning 
of freezing'Of the muacle® of the '30-ial.nute aged group. The 
halves frcaa the' one-- and two-hour aged groups began freessing 
in about 1#5 hours after being pl&eed in the freezer, fhe 
longer ti»e for autolfsla to oecur before- freezin.g started, 
and th# variation- frc» bird to bird, could aoeount for the 
extent of • d is Integra tiaa''® being about, the same in the 
3G-m.lnute and in the one- and two-hour aged groups. 
fhe more extensive disintegration in fibers of co-oked 
Imlves of birds tlmn in the uncooked fibers ©an be aocounted 
for during the thawing periM* fhe frozen halves were placed 
in a' refrigerator (at appro-xiiaately 4*^ 0 for thawing before 
cooking* 'fhey were left in 'the refrigerator for 24 hours, 
tout no record was kept of the tiae when defrosting'was e<^ -
pleted. All wore thawed when removed froai the refrigerator-
for preparation fo-r the oven# Autolysis eomld occur after 
th© tissues were thawed until stopped by the heat of- cooking* 
All th© birds «.gea 24 -hours had considemble- proto­
plasmic dieintegration and the fragility of the cross striae 
which gave the appeaimnce of worn textile fibers. See 
Figure SO# 
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Fig* SO. 0QOk9(3 peotomlis »ajor »nsel®* 
m^msx at t4-botti' roa»t#r 8-8a. 
(MapilfleatlCBtt, 2gSx) 
Sbowlag disIntegratioB ©f atrlatlons of th« 
fflusol® fibers. 
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Vaeuoles. In general, th« number of vacuoles In fibers 
and the naiiber of birds having vacuoles in the fibers 
decreased as aging progressed, fh® nuaiber of vacuoles found 
in the »uscl® fibers varied greatlj frcm bird to bird and 
from area to area in the histological sections from th© same 
bird. Hence# It is difficult to wike any definite statement 
as to^  th® exact number of vacuoles, but a decrease in approxi­
mate numbers of vacuoles was noticeable as aging progressed. 
¥a0uole» were seen In all the cooked muscle fibers of birds 
aged SO minutes before freezing at ««SO®F, fhe frequency of 
their occurrence varied frcm a vacuole In every fiber to one 
vacuole In 20 fibers, approximtely. Certain areas of a 
section had Bsany vacuolesj others had few. In the birds aged 
on© hour and frozen at -SO^ F., some vacuoles were found in the 
muscle fibers of all but on© bird. In some of the birds 
vacuoles were found in only one la approxliaately 50 or 100 
fibers. Two birds in the two-hour aged group did not have 
vacuoles In the fibers frozen at *SO®P., and the vacuole# 
were not as nuaierous as in the previous aging periods. More 
of the fibers in the two-hour aged group showed indentations, 
the injury to the side of auscle indicative of inter-fIbrillar 
crystal damge. Ctoly two birds aged six hour® had namy 
vacuoles in th® fibers and two others had just a few vacuoles. 
After 24 hours of aging, it was difficult to find any vacuoles, 
although a few were found, fhua, th® locatlcna of Ice 
crystals is detewiined also by aging. Similar results were 
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obtained by Stewart, Jfeascsi, Lowe and Anstln {1945) who fcmnd 
that ffliiscle fibers of broiler® aged 18 hoars bef ©re free ting 
Goatained mo vaewoles, whereas fibers ©f broilers aged two 
hours frozen at low temperatures eontalnei sany vaewoles. 
As aging progresses there la less.evl^ enoe of intra*, 
fibrillar freezing aii<S a ten^ eney for inter-fibrillar freezing 
to increase, • •. HoweTer, in 'blr^ Ss- age<S ^ 84 hours, it, is •difficult 
to differentiate between dlslntegj^ tlon and evidences of 
Injury due to lee erystal Injury# 
Effect of freezing temperature upon charaeterlstlos of fiber 
there appeared to be amm differences in the uncooked 
fibers frosen at 0® and at but the striae did not see® 
to be affected by the freezing temperatures used. Waves, 
kinks and rigor ridges seemed to be characteristic of the 
fibers frosen at 0®P,, except these aged 24 hoai^ , which 
seei»d t© Mve about th© sa»e distribution of wavy and 
etraight fibers at both freesJn^ g tewperatures. It might 1^  
difficult to prove that these differences were due to the 
freezing temperature as there is considerable variation in 
the characteristics of fibers in different areas of the sane 
amscle and fr<m bli^  to bird* Fibei^  found in birds frozen 
at are shoiai in Plgu«i 31 • 
lodes* fhe variation observed In the occurrence of 
nodes in the fibers of birds frosen at 0® and «SO®F. nay or 
«ay not have been due to the difference in the freezing 
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Fig# 31» lln®©®lc®5 p#etoi»all» wjoi* ansel®. 
Frozem at -^ 0%*, SO-atuMt# fcwl SL. 
imgnif leiitlc®, l5Qx) 
Showing wavy, kinky fibers foontd In birds 
frozm at •50®F» 
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t&mp@T&twp&» SQmv&r, it Is of interest to not® that th« 
nra»b®r of node® observed varied s»i®what in th© imcooJfced 
fibers of birds in the different age groups up to the aix-
hoiir aging period. Also there was a great variation in the 
number of nodes found in birds i^ eeiving the sami treatment. 
Bii^ s aged 24 hmm had about the saj^  number of rigor nodes 
regardless of the freezing teaperature* After cooking, the 
halves froaen at <-30®F. see^ d to have more nodes in th© 
fibers* fhis may have been eireuastantial because when th© 
roasters which had both sides frozen wer« cmipared, there was 
an approxisiately equal distributiiMa of nodes for the two 
freezing temperatures• 
Pisjbategi^ ti^ « ThBT® was an obvious difference in the 
a»ount of disintegmtion found in the fibers of birds aged 
30 fflinutes and then frozen# the larger amount of disintegm-
tion found in the birds frosen at 0®F. might be accounted for 
by the fact that the ©nEymes had a longer time to act in th© 
cooling period preceding freessing, and in the tlmwing period, 
because of the higher freesing temperature. 
Vacuoles. Many aore vacuoles were foimd in the fibers 
of blMs frozen at -30%. although occaalcaial vacuoles were 
seen la the blirts frosen at 0®F. It is possible that a 
fiber in which a letigitudinal cut was sad© near the edge con­
taining an indentatieaa might resemble a fiber with a vacuole; 
however, the few cross sections that were wade showed a very 
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few fibers frozen at 0®P. wltli vaciiolea in the center of 
the fibers, which was ©¥id®ne@ of intra-fibrillar freezing, 
fh© meuoles fomd in fibers frozen at -SO^ P. are shown in 
Figure ag. fhis photcaaicrograph wa,s talcen at a lower magni­
fication to giv® some idea of how frequently the vacuoles 
occurred in fibers, • <Sfily an occasional iraouole was found in 
a few of th® sections' of th©' birds aged 24 hours.- After 
aging 24 hours and- then freeslug, th® appearance of the 
fibers- was almllar in all th© birds, fh© appearance of 
fibers frozen at 0®P. after aging for'24 hours is shown la 
Figam S3, and the fibers of the other half of- the .same bird 
frozen at are shown in Figure M« fhus the rate of 
freezing, aging before freezing and the .histological 
structure are factors which m&y affect the size and locati<m 
of ice crystals in frozen muscle fibers-. 
Indentations-* Indentations were found more frequently 
in the fibers of -the bird® frozen at 0®P» However, scmie 
fibers with indentations were seen In the fibers of birds 
froaen at -3-0*^ F. fhe number of fibers showing this Injury 
inere-ased somewhat as aging progressed up to six hours of 
aging. A# In the ease of fibers frozen at -SO'®?., there was 
little evidence of ice crystal Injury in th© fibers of birde-
held 24 hours before freealng at- 0®P» 
In inter®.sting series of photomicrographs of fibers 
taken fr-cm the s-ane bird after -various treatments are 
Fig* 32, Coote©<S peetoralis wsijor auscl®. 
Fro«®a »t -30®F., tw& h^mr f owl 45jL, 
(togBifleatieii, 15Qx) 
Showing vacuoles f mm6 la f lto«i»s frosdn at 
-50®F, 
Fig. 55. Cooked pectoralla a&Jor sMasel®, fromn. at 0®P., 24-hour roaster S»81. 
Clagalfieatlea, 675x) 
Shmlng thm aisint®gr&ti®Q of cross stria-
tlms tmn^  in birds ag#<S 24- b©*irs* 
*** 1^ 2 *• 
FlgU3?8 ^  
Fig*- M# Go©k»i. psstorftllt aajor sajsele. 
Fj?o2®a at -5©%.,. 24-hour rma%&w 8-6L-. 
675x)  
Bhmiimg dlsliit®grati®3a ©f er©.sa stria®, 
lot# tli© ragg®i app®mMa©« ®f th^  eross 
atria® t© a worn fatorie# 
«. X44 *• 
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presented in Flgare# Si, 57 and S8. The histological 
appeamnce of fibers taken fr€» the fresh half of bird 
before freezing is shoim in Figure 55. The varied appear­
ance of the striatlone is typleal of fresh chicken muacle. 
fhe fibers shoiwa in Figure Si were obtained frcra the half of 
the bird frozen at -SO®!*, after aging for six hours. Bote 
the vacuole ia th® top fiber which extends in from the left, 
then appears to atop at the constriction in the fiber and 
another vacuole seen in the right-hand side of the same 
fiber, fhere is an interesting vacuole in the fiber at the 
bott^  of the picture. Apparently the sarcoleaaaa was able to 
withstand the ps^ saure exerted by the ice forfflaticm. In 
Figure S7 the cooked fibers of the ««»e bird aged six hours 
and frojsen at shoina. The fiber eontalning a 
vacuole has fibers with disintegrated areas on either side, 
lotice the rtmgh edges of the striat icms in which dislntegra-
tl<m has occurred and the granular exudate which replaced the 
fiber striaticms. Fibers fro» the other half of the bird 
which had been frozen at 0®P. after aging six hours are shown 
in Figure S8. Indentati«s In the fibers filled with granular 
material (typical of the injury due to Inter-fIbrillar 
freezing) are evident. 
Pr«» the evidence presented, it aiay be concluded that 
free*lng poultry mscle at »m^ W. produces some intra-
fibrillar freezing and s®me inter-f ibrlllar freeslng, whereas 
- 146 • 
Pig, S§. peetor&lls aajop sasole. 
Fresh G^ ntTQlf 6-»ho«r roaster 7-81« 
(togalfIc&tiiMi, MOxJ 
Hot® that th© stria®, wMeh ar« prominent, 
vary in th« different fibers. 
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Fig, 36. Uncooked peetoralls a«J©r wusol®, 
WQzm. &t -30%. i-homr roaster 7-8Ii. 
(lEagalfIcation, 340x) 
Hote the vacuole in the top fiber which extends 
la froK the left and appears to stop at the 
conatrlctlon In the fiber? also vacuole in 
bottom fiber with sareoleiMa apparently intact* 
fig, Sf* C©0k«i p@etoF«iis a»4©i* Koisel©* 
Wr-mm& at •5©®F.», roaster 7-8i. 
Imgalf itS-x) 
Sbowlag f lb#ip @«ta3.aimg' a I'aem©!© -ani tw® 




Pig« QmMA p«et03Pal.ls mjer wasel©, 
Pr®i®a at 0®F«, r«»8%«i» 7-^ . 
C 1 eat Im^ , Sfiat) 
Sfct@wi»g lBdifiitatl0n8 in th® fibers 
with gpaamlar Material (tjpioal of th® 
iiiJajT' iw» tit iater-fibrillar freezing)* 
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fr©««liig at 0®F« p«smlts In inter-fIbrlllar frmezlng, Th« 
alze ana looation of tim lee crystal® is aotermliiad also by 
tlM> extent of aging and tb® feistologleal structure of the 
muscle tlseu® at the tiaie of freeatog. 
these results are in agreement with the flnaings of 
larasbottim aii<3 Kooni (19S9). They reported that la poultry 
wusele frozen at -15®F. («26«1®0.) ^ extra-fiber" freezing 
ocoarred exelmsively* When similar museles were frozen at 
-32°F. C-Si«©®0.), "intra»flis®r** freezing oceurred in sc»e 
of the fibers, whereas others lost water which froze external 
to the fiber# Shrewslmry et al« (1942) reported that freez­
ing pork msole at a temperature of -26®P» (-S2«2®C.) 
produced both "extim-fiber" and %ntra-fiber" freezing# 
- 15S 
suiii^ iir 
A Study was »ad« of tli® histological and palatability 
changes In roasters and fowl which oeourred during freezing 
at 0®P, {»17»8®G.) and *30®F. C»34,4®C.). fhe birds were aged 
50 minutes, mm, two, six, or 24 hours prior to freesing. 
The 50 chickens used in this study wore 30 White I^ eghom fowl, 
24 Ifcode Island Hed roasters and six Barred Rock roasters# 
fhe chickens were killed and eviscerated wara. After aging, 
the birds were cut in half. In one part of the experiment 
one half of the carcass was used as a fresh control and the 
other half was frozen. In this part of the study two roasters 
and two fowl were cut in half and one side was frozen at 0® or 
-30®P« in still air for each of the five aging periods, 
making a total of four replications for each treatment. In 
the other part of the experiment both sides of the roaster 
were frozen, one at 0®F. and the other half at -30®F. fwo 
replications were aiade at each aging period. 
A constantan-copper theiwocouple to be used in recording 
the rate of freezing was placed in the thigh of each half of 
bird. The Imlvea of chickens were wrapped in pliofilm® bags 
and placed,cavity side dom,on a aetal shelf in the freessing 
roo®, where they fro«e in still air at 0® and -30®F. fhey 
were left in the freezing coBpartmenta 24 hours, fhe rate 
of freezing was recorded autcraatieally every six minutes by a 
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and lorthrup temperatuFe-recoi'dlng Micrcwax. fh« 
frozen half of hird was thawed In th# refrigerator at approxi­
mately S9.2®P, (4»0®C»)j «aeh half bird reaiain«€l 24 homrs in 
th© r®frig«rator« 
All th® chlok®ns w©re roasted in uneoverod pans at an 
ov©n t®»p®ratur© of SC^ ®F. C150®C.) until th® th®rmcHn«t®r in 
the thigh of the bird registered 195®F« Ct0.5®C,). 
The results were deterwimed bj both objeetiv® and amb-
jeetive testa. Palatabillty scores of th® judges pive an 
indleatioa of th® deslimbilltf of th® aroma, flavor, juici­
ness and tenderaess of th# bii^ as. Th® shearing apparatus 
was used to measure the tenderness of the peetoralls major 
auscle of the breast of the chicken. Curves Indicating the 
mte of freeilng of the chickens under the various condi­
tions wer® obtained froM the data recorded by the Mierc®ax. 
Samples of the raw fresh halves, th® cooked fresh control 
halves, the raw frozen and the cooked frozen halves of birds 
were prepared for microscopic ©aaainatlon. 
An average of approxlH«t®lf three hours, 24 »lnutes 
was required for all halves of chickens froz®n at -30®F. to 
cool fro® 28® to 0®P« this was a freezing rate of approxi­
mate! j 5»5®F. per hour, where as the halves frozen at 0®F. 
required el^ t hours, 40 ainutes for the teaperature to drop 
fro® 28® to 0®F« fhls was a freezing rat© of approximately 
2.1®F. per hour, or less than mm half the rate at -SO^ P. 
fhe fowl frozen at 0® and usually took less time to 
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frees© tlmn tii® roasters* fhls might b© explained partly by 
the faot that the fowl weighed less than the roasters. There 
was an Interestlag dlffereac# In the thermal arrest in the 
freezing curves of hiras frosen at the same temperature but 
aged different lengths of tiae* Chiclcens aged six or 24 
hours required leas time to freeze than those aged SO minutes, 
one or two hours. 
fhe total cooking losses at each aging period varied as 
fflueh for the frozen halves of birds as for the fresh control 
halves. A slightly greater total cooking loss was foun^  in 
birds frozen at 0®F» after aging six and 24 hours prior to 
freezing# ' Losses in'weight during cooking showed a linear 
relationship with the total cooking time, except for the 
halves of bii^ s frozen at 0®F. 
In general the flavor and aroma scores showed little 
variation between treatments# fhe flavor scores for the pee-
toralls ®a^ or ranged from 8#2 to 6*8, the aroBa scores fro® 
8.7 to 9»0. 
fhe Juiciness scores of the fresh control halves of birds 
aged i4 hours wmr® rated two points lower than the halves aged 
SO minutes. However, the decrease was not linear with aging; 
between the one- and six-hour aging periods the Juiciness 
scores increased scmewhat and then decreased again at 24 
hours# The halves of birds frozen at 0°F. and then thawed 
showed a very definite linear decrease in juiciness with 
aging, fhe juiciness scores for the halves frozen at 0®P. 
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m&T6 lower than th® frenh eoatrol# ©xoept ia th« one-hour 
aging period. Fr©®alng the halves of ehickens at -30®P. and 
thawing had little effeet on th® Juiciness scores at any of 
th© aging periods. After 24 hours aging, the Julcinesa 
scores of the fresh control halves and those frozen at -.50®F. 
were practically th® »aia©« fhe pectoral secundus was rated 
less Juicy than the pectoralls majori however, the varlaticsa 
with aging was surprisingly similar. In general, freezing at 
«SO®F* and thawing had the least effect on the juiciness 
scores of both rauscles. There is a trend for the higher 
freezing temperature to increase the dryness of both the 
peotoralis major and the pectoralls secundus lausclea. 
After the 30~minute aging period there was a noticeable 
decrease in tenderaess of the birds aged one or two hours; 
then the tenderaess inereased rapidly up to 24 hours of aging. 
Except for an increase in tenderness between the 30-Biinute 
and one-hour aging periods, the tenderness scores of the 
fresh control halves of fowl followed essentially the same 
pattern as for the roasters, the difference being merely one 
of degree# Since the fowl aged SO minutes were rated -2.5 
in tenderness, the increase to a score of 8,1 in the halves 
of fowl aged 24 hours was most striking. An average tender­
ness score of 9.S was reached for the pectoralls aajor muscle 
of fresh control halves of roasters in 24 hours and a score 
of 8.1 for the fresh control halves of fowl in 24 hours of 
aging. 
- 15? -
ffa® peetoralis seewadua mm&le of the fresh control 
halves wa» rated aor# teader than the peetoralia major. The 
effeot of aging oa the tendeKiess of the peotoralis seeundus 
muscle was similar to that foimd for the pestoralis laajor 
ausele of the freah ci^ trol halves of hoth roastera and fowl, 
to average tendemess score of 9.0 was reached for the pec-
toralis secuadus aiiscle of the roasters la alx howrs and of 
8.1 for the fowl in 24 houra of aging. Aging of the fresh 
control Imlves of chicken produeed variations la tendemeae 
which were highly tl^ ificaat. 
the tenderness cmrves for the imlvea of birds frozen at 
0® and -30®?* showed an entirely different picture from that 
of the fresh controls, fher® was little variation in the 
tenderness with increase in aging tl»e* the differences in 
tenderness scores between the fresh control halves and those 
receiving the freezing-thawing treatment were highly signifi­
cant. Freezing at 0®?, and -SO®P. followed by thawing at 
(24 bottrs) definitely Increased the tenderaess of all 
the frozen halves of birds except those aged 24 hours* 
Apparently in birds that have been ripened 24 hours prior to 
freezing the effect of aging oa tenderaess is as great as, if 
not greater than the effect of the freezing*thawing treatment, 
fhus, tenderness was increased toy freesing and thawing but to 
a „decreasing degree with Increase In aging time., fhe differ­
ences in the temde3®®gs scores for the halves frozen at 0®P. 
and were not sigaifleant. 
- 1S8 
Hlstologleal studies of the fresh control muscle fibers 
showed that in general as aging progressed there was a ten­
dency for the fibers to hee<xm stralghter with fewer waves, 
kinks and twists. The cross striatlons "became more distinct 
with aging, hut disintegration of the cross striae increased 
as aging progressed. These iiileroseopic changes in the fibers 
were accompanied bj an increase in the tenderness of the 
iHusele# 
The froaen wusele fibers were usuallj better differenti­
ated and the cross stria® more evident than in the unfrozen 
muscle. The amount of disintegration varied greatlj from 
bird to bird, but was obviously nsore extensive in the fibers 
of birds frozen after short periods of aging tlmn in the 
fibers of the fresh control paired Mlves# Here, again, the 
changes in histological structure were accompanied by increase 
in tenderness. That is, in general, birds in which the muscle 
fibers have rather prominent cross striatlons, fewer waves 
and kinks, and considerable disintegration are rated higher 
In tenderness* 
Vacuoles, the small cavities or spaces assumed to Indi­
cate the space formerly occupied by the ice crystal, were 
found iBOst frequently in the cooked muscle fibers of birds 
aged 30 minutes, one or two hours before freessing# This 
evidence of lntra«fibrlllar freezing varied frem bird to bird, 
but was usually found In the straight part of the fiber. The 
width of the vacuoles varied froa a very small opening to 
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spaces three-fourths the width of th© fitoar. Th® length 
varied' and' also th® shap© of th® Dpening* In the cooked 
fibers th® vacuoles wer# filled with a granular substance• • 
Pro® th© evidance obtained in this study, it appears 
that freezing poultry muscle at •SO®P. results in acaae intra-
fibrillar and son® inter-fibrillar freezing. The extent of 
the intra«-fibrillar freezing also varies with the length of 
the aging period and the hiatological condition of the jauscle 
fibers* Indentations, the small notches or depressions in 
the sides of the muscle fibers presuiaed to result from the 
pressure of ice'crjst&ls between the fibers, were found more 
frequently in the fibers of birds frozen at 0®P. 
The size and location of ic® crystals are detemined by 
the rate of freezing, the extent of aging and the histological 
structure of the miscle tiesu® at the time of freezing# 
160 • 
Th© conclusions trm this Btudj w&re dmwa on the hasia 
of halves of roasters and fowl mged SO lainutes^  caae, two, alx 
or 24 hours prior to cooking or to freozing at 0® or -30°P., 
then thawing and cooking. Biological -yariation siust always 
be kept in mind in evaluating the results of this investiga­
tion#. ..Differences in palatabllitj and histological changes 
between the fresh control an<3 the frozen halves of chicken 
are the re^ sult of the frees tag-thawing treatment. 
Under th® conditions of this study the following conclu* 
sions can be drawn: 
1, fh© freesing rat® of birds frozen at 0®F. was approxi­
mately one-half of the freezing rate at -SO®F. 
2. fhe length of aging th© bird b©for® freezing affected 
the freezing rate; those aged shorter periods of time re­
quired Icmg&r to freeze 0 
3# Ho differences in tenderness of poultry owing to th® 
freezing temperature were noted# 
4. Preesing at the higher teuperatur© tended to produce 
less juicy breast imscle than freezing at the lower 
temperature. 
5* The tenderness of poultry aged six hours or less is 
definitely Increased by freezing and thawing. 
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POULTRY COOKIIIG ffiX^ ORD 
GRADING CHART FOE C00K3D POULTRY" 
Kind of Meat __(Thigh or Breast) Date 
Factor 






Good Medium Fair Poor Very 
poor 
Sxtremely 











Tender Medium Fair To'dgh Very 
tough 
Sstreniely 






Juicy Medium Fair Dry Very 
dry 
Extremely 






2. Mild " 
3.-Mellowed 















Normal or abnormal? 6, Sour 
Normal or abnormal? 
Breast 
1. Wnite 
2. Pinlcish ivhite 
3. Grayish vshite 
4. Yellowish vihite 
5. Gra3/ish yellow 
Thigh 
1. Yellowish white 
2. Red brown 
3. Pinkish v/hite 
Liffht Llediuin Dark 
® . Preference 
I (among samples judged at one time 
Scorer 
V7l -
Tabl® Plairor aii<a ar«a scores for the breast of halves 
of ohieken agtd varjlng p«rlo<3« of tla« b®for® eooklag or 











30 ala. Roasters 
1 hOVEP 
IL -30 ®#0 8,.8 9.0 8.5 
m i.o 9.0 9.0 9.0 
SI, f*0 8.3 9.0 8.0 
31 -30 9.0 8.3 9.0 8.3 
IIL 0 9.0 8.8 8.8 8.5 
111 8.8 9.0 8.8 8.8 
13L 8.8 8.8 9.0 8.8 
ISl 0 9»0 8.8 9.0 9.0 
0-8L •30 9*0 8.5 9.0 8.5 
0-81 0 9.0 8.8 8.8 8.0 
1-.8I. 0 9.0 8.5 9.0 8.3 
1-81 3^0 9»0 8.8 9.0 8.5 
Fowl 
53u -30 9.0 8.5 9.0 8.3 
SI 9.0 8#3 9.0 8.5 
€L -30 9«0 8.5 9.0 8.5 
S« 8#8 8.8 8.5 8.3 
151. 0 9,0 8.8 9.0 8.8 
151 9,0 • 8.8 9.0 8.8 
lil. 0 9»0 8.5 9.0 8.8 
MR 8.8 8.5 8.8 8.5 
Roasters 
211, •30 9.0 8.5 8.5 7.8 
211 8.3 7.3 8.5 7.0 
23L 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.3 
Bm •30 9.0 8.8 9.0 8.3 
m.L 0 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 
SIR 9.0 8.8 8.5 7.8 
3SI. 9.0 9.0 9.0 8.3 
3SB 0 9.0 8.5 9.0 7.8 
2-81. 0 8.8 8.3 8.8 8.3 
2-8B -30 8.S 8.5 8.5 8.3 
3-8I1 -30 9.0 8.7 9.0 8.0 
3-8R 0 9.0 9.0 9.0 8.3 
(continued) 
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bira tur® ArcMS, Flavor Fla^ i 
Fowl 
2m -SO a. 8 ?.3 f.O 6.0 
2m 9.0 8,3 9.0 8.3 
26L -iO 9.0 8.5 i.O 8.5 
:2.§K 8.8 8-§ 8.5 8.3 
mL 0 8«8 8.8 8.8 7.5 
zm 8.8 •?.§ 8.8 3*5 
mh 0 8.8 9.0 8.8 8.5 
mu 8..a 7.5 9.0 7.3 
Eoasters 
mh 8*8 • 8.3 8.8 8.0 
421 -SO ' 9»0 8.5 9.0 8.3 
441. -30 9.0 8.8 8.8 8.8 
44R 8.3 8.0 8.3 0.3 
•mh 8.8 8.8 9.0 8.8 
52R 0 9.0 8.8 9.0 7.8 
SSL 8.8 8«§ 8.5 8.3 
5SR 0 S»@ 8.3 8.8 8.0 
4-SI. -30 i.o 9.0 9.0 8.3 
4-SB 0 s.o 8.S 8.8 8.0 
8»s.31r 0 9.0 8.8 8.8 8.5 
5-81 -30 8.8 8*§ 8.8 6*5 
Fowl ' 
4SI. -SO 9»0 8.8 9.0 7.3 
451 8«8 8.3 8.8 8.3 
4§L -30 8. S 8.8 8.8 8.3 
461 8.S 7.8 8.5 8.3 
6iL 0 8.8 8.0 8.3 7.8 
551 8.8 a.s 8.5 8.3 
56J. 0 8.8 8.8 8.8 8.5 
56R 9.0 8.B 9.0 8.3 
Roasters 
62L i.O 9.3 9.0 8.5 
62R •30 9.0 9.3 9.0 8.8 
63L 8.5 7.8 8.5 7.8 
63R -30 9.0 8.7 9.0 8.0 




fttbl® A (oontiiwiea) 
Time MQ. Freezing Pectoralis Pectoralis 
of of tempera­ Major Secundus 
aging toira ture Arcsaa ; Plavor Aroma Flavor 
6 hour® loastera 
(coiit. ) , 
71E 8*8 8.8 8*5 8.5 
72L 8*S 8.8 8.5 8.5 
72B 0 8*8 8.S 8.8 8.0 
©•8L 0 8.8 8.5 8.8 8.0 
6-8R -SO 9.0 8.5 8.8 8.3 
7-8L 0 9.0 8.5 9.0 8.8 
7-8R -30 9.0 8.8 9.0 8.0 
Fowl 
65L -30 8,8 8.3 8.8 8.3 
65R 7.8 8.3 8.5 8.8 
661. -30 9.0 8.5 9.0 8.5 
66R •« 8,8 8.3 8.8 7.0 
75L 0 f.O 8.5 9.0 8.5 
7BR 9.0 8.8 9.0 8.5 
76L 0 9.0 8.8 9.0 8.5 
76R 9.0 8.5 9.0 8.3 
24 Roaaters 
811, -so 8.8 9.0 8.8 8.5 
81R 9.0 8.7 9.0 7.7 
B2L 8.7 8.0 8.7 8.0 
82R -50 8.8 8.§ 8.8 8.3 
91L 0 9.0 8.8 9.0 8.8 
91R 8.8 8.3 9.0 7.8 
92L 8.7 8.7 8.3 8.0 
92H 0 8.8 8.B 8.3 8.0 
8~8L -30 8.8 9.0 8.5 7.5 
8-8R 0 8.8 8.5 8.5 7.3 
9-8L 0 8.8 7.8 8.8 8.3 
9-8R -30 8.5 8.3 8.5 7.0 
FiwrJ. 
8.51. -30 8.8 8.5 8.8 7.3 
85R 8.8 8.5 9.0 8.3 
86L -30 8.8 8.3 8.8 8.0 
86R 8.0 8.3 8.5 8.0 
95L 0 9.0 8.5 8.8 8.0 
9SH 9.0 8.0 9.0 8.5 
98L 0 8.8 8,3 8.8 8.3 
96E 9.0 8.3 8.8 8.3 
• 174 * 
fable B. feiidemeas and Julelness 900x^ 3 for th© breast of 
halves of ehickea and .mimmr tmem la pounds for the. 
poetomlis mjor «us®l® of th® teeaat of lialvea of ©hleken. 
Grouped aeeordlng to tla# of aging, tlm® betweea 
teilllng aad 'eooklng or .freezing. 
B^3tSB3S38S83888BSB8tt8S88SS38i8iitttB88B8S8SS!S888MiS888SSS88B688S8ffiBBBSB8SSBlHt^  ^
!©• Freealfig Shear' Peetoralls Maior Peotoralis Sec. 
of tempera- force fender. Julci- fender- Juici-
3^-^  ^ 'fc^ r^© (lbs«. j aesa nesa neas ness 
50' ain. 
Eoasters 
•30 • ?#3 7*S 6,3 9.5 4*0 
11 ^ . 12*4 §•8 7.3 7*8 4.8 
31. •» 23*3 5«8 2*5 4.5 
SE -30 3*3 9,3 0*3 8*8 4.3 
liL ^ 0 7,5 8*0 @*0 8,6 3*8 
111 li.5 6.8 7.5 8*3 5*3 
ISI^ -s^  ii*o 4*3 7*3 7*5 7.8 
ISR 0 4*0 0*0 6*8 9*3 5.0 
0-8L « -30 4*4 8*3 S*8 9*3 4*5 
0*4l 0 2*8 9*8 6*0 9*3 4*5 
1-8L . 0 3.0 9,5 5*3 9.5 4.0 
1-81» -30 4*9 7*8 5*3 8*0 5*0 
P0*1 
-30 7.5 6*3 i*3 4.8 4*3 
§H gi*S 4*8 6*8 7.3 4*0 
6L -30 7*4 8*3 3*5 8*3 3.5 
SI# 29 •© —0«5 7.8 1*8 4*8 
15L^  0 7,2 7,3 6*8 8*0 4*3 
151 25*0 -7*3 7.8 0.8 6.3 
16L 0 7*6 8*0 6*3 7*3 4.8 
1©R« 36.7 -S.8 7*8 —5.5 6.5 
I hour . 
Boaster® 
21L« -kJ 5.4 8*3  ^ 6,3 8*8 4*8 
2m 27.0 2,»8 &*S 6.8 3.8 
1S»6 g*3 7*3 2.5 5*3 
2m -30 2*8 ©..3 6*8 9*5 5*0 
S1L« 0 6*@ 4*3 6.8 8.3 5.3 
31R , lg»3 , • 4*0 • 6*3 8*0 3*5 
331. 16*t 1*7 5*8 7.0 4*3 
SSR ® 0 6*7 8*3 4.3 9.5 2.5 
2-8Ij 0 4*9 9*0 8*8 9*8 2*5 























5-8L# 3^0 5,9 a.7 7.3 6.0 5.7 
S-8B 0 4.7 9.3 8.0 6.3 7.0 
Fowl 
251^  -30 14»3 6.8 2.8 7,0 3.0 
251 n,3 1.8 4.8 4.5 4.0 
261. —30 f»5 7.3 7.5 4.8 6.0 
26H# t6.»e 2.3 4.0 5.0 3.0 
36 L# 0 10*3 5..-0 6.3 5.8 4.3 
551 35*0 • 0.3 6.3 2.0 5.3 
56L 0 6.2 7.0 7.0 5.8 4.5 
S6I« 22.7 -2».5 4.8 3.0 4.0 
2 hoiirii 
Roasters 
42L 2S»S 2*0 5.8 6.5 4.0 
42E# -30 5.9 7.5 5*5 9.5 4.0 
ML -30 §•3 0.8 5.8 8.0 4.5 
44K# 16.9 • 2.0 5.8 1.8 5.8 
52t 19.3 5.0 7.3 8.3 5.3 
521# 0 6*7 7.8 6.3 7.0 4.0 
&SI.» 22.3 2.0 5.8 6.5 3.5 
5S1 0 5.4 8.8 4.8' 7.5 3*8 
4 *811® -30 6.. 5 8.0 7.0 9.3 3.8 
4-81 0 3.7 9.8 4.5 9.5 3.3 
5-8L 0 5.5 8.3 5.8 7.8 3.8 
-30 7,0 6.3 4.3 8.0 3.3 
Fowl 
4SI,» -30 9.7 8.0 5.5 3.5 5.0 
48K 28.2 2.0 6.5 4.3 5.0 
461, -30 10.5 8.0 7.3 7,3 5.0 
46H« 25.9 —5.8 6.5 6.0 3.3 
SSL# 0 7.8 6.0 5.0 5.5 2.8 
551 23.6 2.3 4.8 4.0 5.3 
561. 0 9.9 7.. 5 5.S 5.8 5.5 
561# 26.3 1.0 6.8 3.5 4.8 
6 hours 
Roasters 
621. 7.0  ^ 9.3 6.8 8.8 4.8 
621# -30 6.5 7.8 7.8 8.8 5.3 
6SL# 8.2 9.0 4.8 8.8 3.5 
6SR -30 7.4 8.0 4.7 8.7 3.7 
71L# 0 7.6 7.0 5.3 9.3 2.7 
Ccontiaued) 
- m -
Tabl® B (c©ati»u«d) 
lo. f^ eeslng Bhm&r Feotoralla laj-or Pectoralia See. 
of tempepa- fopee Juiei- Tsndep- Julci 
bird tur# Clbs») mes® ' II@SS XI@SS nese 
6 hours 
1 
loasfcers (eont.} • -
71E 8*0 7.0 7.5 8.8 5.8 
721, 6.:3 9,0 5..5 9.5 4.0 
72R« 0 g.§ 9..:3 5.0 9.3 3.8 
S-8L. 0 S.9 9.8 4.3 8.3 4.3 
6-81,II •50 5.9 i..;3 5*3 • 8.5 4 ..3 
7-.8R 0 4,4 9.0 5.^ 5 9.5 4.0 
7-8L^  •30 6.2 6.3 7.3 8.5 3,5 
Fowl, 
651.# -«so 10,6 5.8 5.:8 7.0 4.3 
§m 26.0 »1.3 8.3 5.0 7.5 
&BL -50 §•7 7.3 5.8 8.8 5.0 
6SI?# ' 10*6 6.5 4.3 8.0 2.8 
7SL^ 0 ,9.4 5.5 6.:3 4.0 4.0 
7§B 12.8 5.0 7.5 4.5 7.0 
76L 0 7.1 8.5 3.3 8.8 2.0 
7SB^ 8.1 8.5 5rf5 8.8 4.8 
24 tes. • 
loasters ' 
81L# -50 3^ 7, 9.8 7^ 0 9 .8 4.8 
81E 4.,1 9*3 5.7 9.0 2.3 
821. 6.f 9.3 4^3 8.0 2*7 
. 82E^ ••50 6.8 9.0 4.3 4.8 4.5 
91t« 0 4.2 9.3 4.5 9*5 3.8 
91R 3.9 9.5 4.5 9.8 5.0 
921. 7.6 9..0 6.3 8.7 5.3 
92R« 0 3.,S 9.0 4.,.0 8.0 3.3 
8-8L# -so €.4 8.5 6.3 6.5 3.3 
S—SR 0 . 6.5 8,5 5.6 8.3 3.5 
©-8,L 0 4.7 9.0 5.0 9.0 4.5 
9-SB« -30 4.9 8.8 4.0 9.3 2.8 
Fowl 3.5 88I,» -50 6.4 6.5 5.8 7.3 
851 4.7 8.3 7.3 8.8 5.5 
8§L -50 7.0 «.S 5.0 8.0 4.0 
86R« 6.3 8.3 5.8 8.8 3.8 
95L« 0 11,2 5.5 3.5 7.8 2.3 
95.E 7.3 7.5 4.8 5.8 3.3 
mh 0 6.8 8.5. 3.5 8.8 4.0 
96B# 10*1 8-.3 3.0 9.0 2.0 
O^iit side# 
-fabl® fh© lo#s®s In weight {volatil©, drippings and 
total) diirlng cooking of toalves of roastera aged 
various periods of tia® to®tw®®n killing and 
freezing or cooteiiag 
Bird 
Weight Cookiy losses fotal 
Breed before ?ola- Crip- _ . . cooking 
eooking tile ping tiiae 
gffis- in in. 
50-ffiinute aging 
I t  •50 825 S2.8 3.9 26.7 140 
11 892 27,1 2.6 29.7 138 
3L HIR 1032 27.4 4.0 31.4 175 
SK -SO 1025 23.9 4.0 27.9 178 
111. 0 III 817 21.4 5.1 26.6 135 
IIR 855 24*6 6.1 30.7 130 
13L HE 710 18.6 3.4 28.0 90 
ISR 770 21.8 5.1 26.9 120 
0-81. ••SO HIR 1012 25.2 6.8 32.0 171 
0-8R 0 1046 20.6 6.7 27.2 168 
1»8L 0 EIS 983 25.1 7.4 32.6 180 
1-8R -so 954 25.2 5.3 30.5 172 
l*homr aging 
21L .30 RIB 748 26.2 4.8 31.0 110 
21R 800 25.9 5.3 31.1 140 
23L RIM 681 23.3 2.9 26.3 108 
23R -30 733 24.6 3.4 28.0 148 
311. 0 gg2 920 25.1 3.5 28.6 170 
31H 807 27.3 3.5 30.8 , 167 
331. IIR 1222 >m-mf 26.8 140 
33R 0 1065 20.3 5.3 25.6 210 
2-8L 0 RIR 1215 19.4 7.4 26.8 155 
2-8R -30 1152 22.0 7.3 29.3 160 
3—8L -30 IIR 638 5.6 5.5 11.1 106 
3-8E 0 674 5.6 5.9 11.6 95 
2-hour aging 
421. EIR 737 26.7 5.0 31.8 137 
42R -30 712 26.4 4.4 30.8 127 
44L -30 HIR 752 23.4 6.9 30.3 120 
44E 730 22.9 4.5 27.4 110 
<eontlnm«d) 
R^IE a Ebode Island led s Barred Rook 
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TaM® C Cetmtlatied) 
Wtight Cooking losses fotal 
BlJpd - Br0«6 b«fOP©. ¥ol®- dip­ fotal cooking 
 ^ eooking tll© ping ti«« 
@m* % 1# % min. 
2-hour aging (coat# 
521. BR 1043 25.1 3,9 29.1 140 
52R 0 942 23.6 3»7 27,3 140 
5SL IIR 1121 18»8 6.4 25.2 100 
531 0 10i7 19*9 7.5 27.4 140 
4-8L -30 EIR 931 1»^ 2 6.1 25.3 139 
4-8E 0 942 25.4 5.0 30.4 170 
5-8L 0 RIR 982 23.1 4.1 27.2 155 
5-8E -30 894 26.2 5.6 31.8 177 
6-hour aging 
62L 111 806 25.2 3.0 28.2 137 
62R -30 757 23.0 110 
63L BIR 923 18.9 5.9 24.7 ISO 
6SB -30 797 13.0 3.8 16.8 145 
711. 0 BR 685 15.2 2.5 17.7 127 
71R 820 13.8 3.0 16.8 90 
72L HE 23 #0 7.2 30.1 140 
72« 0 840 24.2 6.3 30.5 143 
6»8Ii 0 •RIR 1156 23.6 8.4 32.0 167 
6-81 -SO 1112 19.9 7.6 27.5 130 
7—81J -30 HIR 985 17.4 10.2 27.5 128 
7-8R 0 1008 23.9 8.4 32.3 160 
24-ho«r aging 
81L -SO BR 935 20.9 3.4 24.3 135 
81R 940 22 »4 4.0 26.5 130 
821. BR 866 23*0 6.4 29.3 135 
82R —30 798 26.4 5.6 32.1 160 
91L 0 RIR 1120 25.4 7.9 33.3 140 
91E 1086 26.3 5.7 32.0 167 
92Ii RIl 917 24.3 6.3 30.6 138 
92R 0 780 24.8 5.7 30.5 150 
8—8L -30 BR •862 21.2 5.5 26.7 120 
8-81 0 .^ as5 23.9 3.0 26.9 135 
9-81. 0 RIR 1070 16.9 10.9 27.9 120 
9-8fi -30 955 22.4 10.6 33.0 120 
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f&bl® ffa© loss®® in weight (irolatile, drippings and 
total) during eooklng of hal¥®s of fowl aged 
various period® of tla® between killing and 
freezing or cooking 
Weight •, Oookingt losaea fotal 
Bird before fola- iDrip- cooking 
©ooklng tile ping Total 
[0. gms. % i min, 
SO-ainute aging 
51. ••30 605 19 ^S 8.6 27.8 123 
51 685 19.1 8.4 27.7 108 
6L -SO 581 2S#1 9.0 32.0 117 
61 611 19.S 9.0 28.3 95 
15L 0 640 10*0 10.5 28.4 100 
15R 700 15. S IS.S 26.7 98 
16L 0 678 15 • 9 8.7 24.6 93 
16R 651 20*0 7.2 27.2 95 
1-jbioar aging 
2&L -30 704 16 •! 15.8 29.8 103 
251 755 19.7 15.4 33.1 102 
26L -SO 786 9.1 17.2 26.2 100 
2m 708 16.4 17.9 34.3 106 
SSL 0 765 14,9 14.6 29.5 100 
S5R 874 16.8 11.8 28.6 85 
56L 0 475 18.5 6.7 25.3 107 
S6H 470 18.1 8.5 26.6 92 
2-liour aging 
45L -so 1012 16,6 15.5 30.1 150 
451 1048 14.6 12.1 26.7 115 
46L -so 575 13.7 8.9 22.6 80 
46R 628 14.2 11.8 26.0 73 
mh 0 619 16.6 11.0 27.6 100 
5SB 650 1S.2 lO.S 23.5 80 
561, 0 63S 15.5 11.1 26.5 90 
61S 11.6 13.9 25.4 80 
Ccontinued) 
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a^bl® D {eoRtimied) 
Weight Ceokiy loaaes Total 
Birti before o^ia- Hpip* ' cooking 
©ooking til® ping o^tal 
lo. g^ s. $ % i min. 
6*lioiai» aging 
65L -30 412 11*0 7.8 24.8 77 
mn 423 12*1 S.O 20.1 60 
mh •30 674 19.9 10.4 30.3 113 
66R 660 25.2 8.9 34.1 104 
75L 0 461 18.9 7.2 26.0 80 
75S 450 15,1 10.0 25.1 83 
761. 0 692 25# 5 11. 6 37.1 160 




565 16.3 11.7 23.0 87 
851 570 20*2 10.7 30.9 117 
86L .30 666 17*4 10.1 27.5 115 
S61 604 13*2 9.8 23.0 67 
95L 0 565 25,3 10.6 35.9 140 
95R 605 19,2 10.7 29.9 93 
96L 0 S3S 21#2 14.7 , 35.9 140 
96R 775 25.8 12.3 .^1 145 
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fable E. fh® weight, initial tempei-atupe, and total rise 
in temperatur© of roasters aged varioue periods 
of 'tliB® before cooking or freesing • 
Bird Freezing Weight Initial fotal Temp, rise 
no. temp# temp. temp, rise per min. 
«F. 6p. OF. «F. 
SO-ainute aging 
IL -30 82S 35 .e 159 *4 1.099 
IE -SO 892 93»2 101.8 0.738 
SL 10S2 84.2 110.8 0.629 
5R -30 1<^ 5 30»g 164.8 0.926 
IIL 0 817 33.8 161.2 1.194 
IIH 863 91*4 103.6 0.797 
ISL ?10 93.2 101.8 1.131 
151 0 t f O  50.2 164.8 1.373 
O-SL -50 1012 30,2 164.8 0.964 
0-8R 0 1046 30 *.2 164.8 0.981 
1-8I. 0 983 •• 39*2 155.8 0.866 
1-8H -30 fS4 30.2 164.8 0.958 
l-ho«r aging 
211, —30 T40 33.8 161.2 1.465 
21R 800 63.0 132.0 0.943 
2ZL iSl 82.4 112.6 1.043 
25E -SO •?33 35«@ 159.4 1.077 
Z I L  0 920 33.-8 161.2 0.948 
31R SO? 58.0 137.0 0.820 33L 1222 83# 0 132.0 0.943 
3S1 0 loss 30.2 164.8 0.785 
2-8L 0 1215 30.2 164.8 1.063 
2»81 -30 1152 30.2 164.8 1.030 
S-8L .30 638 39.2 155.8 1.470 S-81 0 6?4 39.2 155.8 1.640 
2-hoiir aging 
42L 73*? 73.4 121.6 0.888 
42H -30 712 33.8 161.2 1.269 
441, -30 752 46.4 148.6 1.238 
44E 730 02.4 112.6 1.024 
(ccmtln«efi) 
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fatol® E Ccontinued) 
BiT4 Fi^ eslng Initial total Tamp, risa 
no# t«Mp. w® temp, rise per min. 
"F. g»s.. top. «F. 
2-liomr aging (ooiit. ) 
52L 1043 82.4 112.6 0.804 
52R 0 942 30,2 164.8 1.177 
SSL 1121 50»0 145.0 1.450 
&5S 0 106? 32.0 163.0 1.164 
4-8L -SO 931 35.6 159.4 1.147 
4-81 0 942 S5.6 159.4 0.938 
5-8L 0 982 30.8 164.2 1.059 
5—8K -50 894 33.8 161.2 0.911 
6-hour ftgiWg 
B2h 806 57.2 137.8 1.006 
i2E -SO 7§? S3*S 161,2 1.465 
631. 923 60.8 134.2 1,032 
mn -30 fm 35.6 1S9.4 1.099 
0 685 37»4 167.6 1.241 
71E 820 59.0 136.0 1.511 
78L i09 53.6 141.4 1.010 
721 840 '39 .2 155.8 1.090 
6-8L 0 Hi® 35.6 159.4 0.954 
6-8H -SO 1112 37.4 157.6 1.212 
f-8L -30 9SS 30.2 164.8 1.288 
7-SE 0 1008 32w0 163.0 1.019 
24-feomi' aglag 
81L -30 935 36#6 159.4 1.181 
81R 940 44.6 150.4 1.157 
821. 86« 42.8 152.2 1.127 
82H —SO 9^8 37.4 157.6 0.985 
911, 0 1120 35.® 159.4 1.139 
91B 1086 42.8 152.2 0.911 
92L 91f 44.6 150.4 1.090 
921 0 780 41*0 154.0 1.027 
8—8jL' -30 862 37.4 157.6 1.313 
8—8R' 0 835 41.0 154.0 1.141 
9-81. 0 1070 53.6 141.4 1.178 
9-8R -SO 95© 57.2 137.8 1.148 
-183 • 
fabl® W* the weight, initial tewperatup®,. and total ris® 
iii temperat»re of fowl agetf various periods of 













SOo^ inut® aging 
SL -SO g05 30*2 164*8 1.340 
51 685 89*6 105.4 0.976 
.30 581 39*2 155.8 1.332 
m 611 86*0 109 *0 1.147 
mh 0 640 39.2 155.8 1.558 
15R 700 86*0 109.0 1.112 
16L 0 678 48 tS 152.2 1.637 
161 651 86,0 109,0 1.147 
1-faowr aging 
SSI- -30 704 4E*8 152*2 1.478 
aba 755 86*0 109.0 1.069 
26L •30 786 30 »2 164*8 1.648 
mn 708 84*2 110*8 1.045 
S5I. 0 765 33.8 161.2 1.612 
35R 874 86.0 109.0 1.282 
ML 0 475 43 i'S 152.2 1.422 
361 470 82.4 112.6 1.224 
2-lio«r aging 
451. -30 1012 32,0 163.0 1.087 
45« 1048 86.0 109.0 0.948 
4@L -30 575 44.6 150*4 1.880 
4@B 62S 78.8 116*2 1.592 
§51. 0 619 33.. 8 161.2 1.612 
551 680 86.0 109.0 1.373 
56L 0 633 42.8 152*2 1.691 
&m 613 84*2 110*8 1.385 
(contiamei) 
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fmbl® F {eontlmeiS) 
Bird Fraesimg wei^ jifc Initial Total f®mp. rise 
fio. temp. ® t®mp. temp, rise p®r siin. 
' «^ F. 
6«hou:r aging *• 
651, •; »50' 412 41.0 154.0 2.000 
@5S 42® . 64.4 150.6 2.177 
mh •50 674 37.4 157.6 1.595 
66R 660 §9.0 136.0 1.508 
75L 0 461 46.4 148.6 1.858 
751 450 62.6 152.4 1.595 
76L 0 692 42.8 152.2 0.951 
76E 684 64.4 150.6 1.045 
24-hota3? aging 
851. -30 565 42.8 152.2 1.749 
851 570 44.6 150.4 1.285 
86Ii •30 666 42.8 152.2 1.324 
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falal® ©. f«iiderii0ss of the halv®s of roasters frozen at 
0®F« and -SO®P* after aging various periods of 
time as determined by tenderness scores of the 
peotoralis sajor and peotoralis seeundms muscles 












-30*^ P. 0%. •SO®P. 0®P. -SO®P 
ibs.* . 11:^ 8 • lbs* lbs. i^bs * lbs. 
30 Minutes 2.9 4.7 9.7 8.7 9.4 8.7 
1 hour 4.8 • 9,2 S.8 8.1 8.0 
2 hours 4.7 ©.#0- 9.1 7.7 8.7 8.7 
6 hours 4.2 6.1 9.4 6.3 8.9 8.5 
24 hours 5.i §•7 8.8 8.7 8.7 7.9 
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Table H. Analjais of variance of tenderness scores of 
paired halves of roastars frozen at 0® and 
aftar various periofls ©f aging• 






Aging 4 14; 80 3.70 
Chickans (error a) 5 12. £5 2 • 45 
Praaislng tamparatur® 1 42.05 42.05** 
Fraaalng-tamp®ratiara x aging 4 22.70 5.68^  
Freezing temperature x chickens 
treated all^ e (error fe) 6 1.00 0.20 
#«'a 'si^ lj!r"icant 
